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Rationale«—»Durljag this critical period through which our schools are
passing. It Is encouraging to note that teachers In spite of many difficul¬
ties, are making efforts to inqprove the quality of Instruction and to raise
the standards of work within the classroom*
The )altimate goal of helping children to become contributing members
of a democratic society is sometimes ov^looked In the stress of many pres¬
sure groups exerting Influence upon today's schools. ^>wever, teachers who
continually study the aims of education and evaluates his work in terms of
those aims are better equipped to understand the needs of pupils and to ad-
jiist his teaching In the light of these needs.
To be effective the school must consider the total life of the child
as It plans with and for him in the school, home and coomninlty. A knowledge
of the whole child is necessary for complete understanding. The instructional
program can only be viewed as a "get what you can" process unless each pupil
and his differences are considered In the planning of the school's curriculum.
Phillips discusses this by saying:
Never before in the history of our country or the world
has education been of such crucial in^)ortance* At the same
time, our society Is demanding that larger proportion of o\ir
youi^ people have a hlgh^ level of educatl<m*
Ways must thpefore be found to make the work of every
teacher effective."^
1
Lovese Phillips, "Today's Better Teaching", Journal of National
Education Association, Vol, U6,No. 3 (March, 1957), pp. 183-8^.
1
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The core of the Instructional program is the curriculum and as such
must meet the needs of bpjrs and girls* The ijqprovement of any Instructional
program vill depend to a large extent upon the methods and activities em¬
ployed by teachers in the curriculum.
Teachers generalDy agree that the most effective learning is accom¬
plished when the instructional level of the child has been determined and
the Instruction is geared to that level. This means that the teacher must
acquire some valid measure of the child's previous learnings*
Instruction becomes more meaningful when a diagnostic analysis of the
learning difficulties of each pupil is available* Thus it appears essential
that each teacher know specifically the area or areas in which the pupil is
having difficulty*
We may ask ourselves, "How shall the effectiveness of the school's
instructional program be ascertained? One of the best methods used in deter¬
mining this is through evaluation*
frequently teachers make the mistake of depending entirely upon their
own Judgement and teacher made tests to evaluate their instruction* These
results often do not furnish complete and accurate information* This makes
the need for measuring objectively the extent of learning in various situa¬
tions a necessity*
Gates and others point out the following:
Unless the teacher can test the results of his teachings,
he will find it difficult to in^rove his instruction* Not only
must the teacher know the effects of his procedures <ni the class
as a whole, but he must also know the results in the case of
each individual pupil* If a teacher is to assist the pupils he
must be able to learn what the pupil has learned and failed to
learn*'*'
^Arthur I* Gates, Arthur T* Jersell, T* R* McConnell and R. C. Challman,
Educational Psychology (New York: The MacMillan Con5)any, 1950), pp* 5i4l:-Ub*
3
Ifeasurement of paplls progress gives teachers an evaluation of the
effectiveness of tiaelr teaching and inspires them to iii^>rove their efficienc7
with the changes manifested in the pupil*
Research has shown that the most valid method of measuring the abili¬
ties and aohievement of the learner is the standardized instzoanents used for
measuring mental mat\u*it7f achievements and personality.
RLnkleman oelieves, "when tenured with good ;}udgement and careful but
subjective observations of the teacher, test results should afford a better
understanding of each child. It is only when the school's program and teach*
ing methods are planned in this manner on the basis of individual needs and
requiranents that education can be a rich and significant e^qperience for each
child.
It has been found that the results from standardized tests may be
validly used as a basis for identifying points of strengths and weakness in
the teaching-learning situation.
Evolution of the Problem.—In the fall of the school term 1955-56,
there was initiated in the Primary School, which is a feeder to the elemen¬
tary school new methods and procedvires of providing pupils with various
learning e^erlences. These piq>ils are now ready to enter the fourth grade
of the elementary school. This new program was not initiated in the primary
department of the elementary school.
The writer is a fourth grade teacher and is Interested in the achieve¬
ment of the two groups of pupils since their leaztiing esqierlences have been
different.
1
Emmett A. ISLnkleman, "Intelligence Level and Personality Adjustment",
Elementary School Journal (September, 1951) P» 35•
h
The principal axid rac\ilties of both schools are vitally interested in
evaluating the achievement of these pupils in order to identify strengths
and weaknesses in the curriculum of the primary department of the feeder
school and the elementary school*
Sane Possible Values of this Investigation*—The information and data
will be gathered and interpreted in this study should prove beneficial in
the following ways:
1* Obtaining knowledge of the pupil *s cs^acities and limitations
is a contributing factor in correctly Identifying instruction^
needs*
2* The data gathered in this research should specify areas of
strengths and weakness in the school's program*
3* A through knowledge of the specific problems of pupils should
enable the teachers to better understand^ develop suitable
techniques and methods^ suitable to the solution of the problaos*
U* This study should searve as an incentive to other persons to
study farther the school's program and curriculum*
5* This investigation show need of the iuqportance to study further
the feasibility of organizii^ special classes for a typical
child.
Statement of the Problem*—»The problems involved in this study was to
determine if tl:»re were significant differences in the academic achievement
and personality behavior pattenas of two equivalent groups of fourth graders,
measured on intelligence, of pupils who had been permanently enrolled in an
elementary school and those pupils who had previously attended a primary
school and are now enrolled in the fourth grade in the elementary school for
5
the school year 1958-59.
Purposes of the Study.—The major pxirposes of this stuffy were to de¬
termine if there were significant differences in the scholastic achievement
and personality behavior patterns of two equivalent groups, measured on
intelligence, of fourth grade pupils.
The specific purposes of the study are as follows:
1. To determine the significant differences, if any, in the scholas¬
tic achievement between two groups matched on Intelligence, of
fourth grade pupils as measiired by the California Achievement Test.
2. To determine the significant differences, if any, in the persona¬
lity traits between two groups matched on intelligence of fourth
grade subjects as measured by the California Personality Test.
3. To formulate whatever educational inqplications in texios of im¬
proved instruction which may be derived from the analysis and
Interpretation of data.
Locale of St\idy.—The setting for this research was a county located
in one of the southeastern states. The population of this county is 168,000.
A large proportion of its citizens find employment in the large mills aiui
factories.
The school system is well known ty its effective In-Service Program
for teachers. Prior to 1951-52 there were 82 school districts in the county.
Presently, the county operates under A unified plan for its educational pro¬
gram. This plan provides for an over all countywide program with one superin¬
tendent. There are four administrative areas each with an area superintendent.
The two schools concerned in this research are both located in Area III.
6
The elsnentary school is con^osed of grades one through seven, 22
teachers and apinroxiioately dUO pupils. The primary school has 6 teachers
and approximately 210 pupils. Both schools are located in the same counmuni-
ty being within five blocks of each other. The elementary and primary schools
have the same principal.
Subjects Involved.—The subjects involved in this study were seventy
fourth grade pi^ils of an elementary school for the school year 195d-59*
These subjects were divided into two groups; one group being thirty-five
pupils who were previously enrolled in a primary school and enrolling in the
fourth grade of the elementary school for the school term 1958-59* The second
group was thirty-five fourth grade pupils permanently enrolled in the element
tary school. These groups included 38 boys and 32 girls ranging in ages
from 9 to I3.
Method of Research.—The descriptive survey method of research, enqploy-
ing the specific techniques of testing and statistical analysis was used to
gather the necessary data for this study.
Method of Procedure.—This study represents an analysis of mental,
social and achievement test data obtained from two groups of fourth grade
subjects. For the design of the study the schools, from whence the subjects
were selected will not be identified in this research.
The pupils of the primary school, which is a feeder school, were kept
in tact as they entered the elementary school. These thirty-five pupils
along with the eighty-eight subjects of the eloaentaxy school were given the
California Test of Mental Maturity. For the purp(»e of the study, the groups
were equated on Intelligence Quotients, based upon the total mental factor
of the California Test of Mental Maturity. It was found that these subjects
7
could not be equated equally^ therefore the groups were equivalent groups
rather than equated groups as had been planned*
After the selection of the tvo groups, the California Achievement and
Personality Tests were administered* Frcm these tests the raw scores were
analyzed and Interpreted with the proper tables and figures*
More specifically the procedure included these steps:
1* The related literature pertinent to this problem was reviewed,
summarized and presented*
2* Permission together with cooperation to conduct this research
was secured from the proper authorities*
3* The subjects were oirientated to the nature and scope of the
tests*
U* The California Test of Mental Maturity was administered and the
two equivalent groups established*
5* The California Achievment and the California Personality Tests
were administered to the two groups*
6* The data was analyzed, interpreted and assembled in the thesis
with the appropriate tables and figures*
7* The statistical analysis and Interpretations were coiaputated:
Mean, Median, Standard Deviation, Standard Error of the Mean,
Standard Error of the difference between the two Means asad
Fishers "t“,
8* The findings, conclusions, inplications and recommendations are
presented in Chapter III of the present copy*
Description of the Instruments*-~»This section describes the instruments
used in this stucfy to measure certain capacities, abilities and attitudes of
8
the subjects In this study. Tb^ vere:
!• The California Test of Mental Maturity
2« California Achievement Test
3» California Test of Personality
The Csdifomia Test of Mental Maturity vith language and non language
sections, (Elementary form 1957 Edition) was devised by E. T* Sullivan, Willis
W. Clark and Ernest Tiegs.^ It is a diagnostic evaluation of those mental
abilities which are related to, or determines success in various types of
school activity. It provides Information that ms^ be directly utilized in
i
aiding the pupil when he is experiencing learning difficulties, and in the
guiding of his learning activities. Because of the wide range of abilities
found in most age or grade groups this test provided for meastirements several
grades or years above and below the particular group being tested.
2
It is said by Buros that the \uiabbreviated batteries of the California
Test pf Mental Maturity to be classed among the best on the market for deter»
mining general levels of mental maturity.
The manual of the California Test reported the coefficient of reliabi¬
lity for the cooponents of the test ranging from a low of .91 to a high of
3
.95, which is acconpanied by the standard error of measurmnent.
California Achievement Tests are instruments for accurately and objec¬
tively measuring pupil achievement in fundamental reading, arithmetic and
language skills. They are standardized, and each item has been selected for
1
Ernest W. Tiegs, E. T. Sullivan, and Willis W. Clark, Manual California
Test Mental Maturity (Los Angeles, 1957), p« 7«
5
Buros, V. K. The Third Mental ^aurements Yearbook (New Brunswick,
N. J.j Rutger University Press, l9U9 £!dition).
3
Ernest W. Tiegs and Willis W. Clark, Califonaia Achievement Test
(Los Angles, 195l)> p*
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its diagnostic value In measuring achievement in the essential elements of
skills sasqpled in the sub test sections.
The coefficients of reliability for reading, arltbanetic, and language
for each form of the California Achievement Tests are very high. Tb^ have
been determined by averaging the intercorrelations of the different forms
of the subject tests and for the coinplete battery.
The selection of Items for the California Achievement Tests on which
the validity depends is sij>^)llfied In this test because It measures some of
the most tangible and easily identifiable objectives of the curriculum. A
large number of these were tried out In widely s^arated geographic areas
of the IJhlted States. Those items which proved their value were selected.^
California Test of Personality is organized around the concepts of
life adjustment as a balance between personal and social adjustment. Per-
2
sonal adjustment Is assumed to be based on feelings of personal seciirlty.
The six coiqponents of the first half of the test designated as personal
adjustment are as follows: Self Reliance, Sense of Personal Worth, Sense of
Personal Freedom, Feeling of Belonging, Withdrawing Tendencies and Nervous
Tendencies. The components of the section designated as Social Adjustment
are as follows: Social Standards, Social Skills, Ahti-Soclal Tendencies,
Family Relations and Commimity Relations.
The coefficients of reliability, number of cases and standard errors
of measurements are given for the srib^sections and totals of the California
1
Tiegs, Loc. clt.. p. 3.
2
Clark, loc. clt«, p. 2.
10
Test of Personality in terms of raw scores for the Tarious levels. These
reliability coefficients have been confuted with Kuder-Richardson fomula.
Definition of Terms.—The specific terms used in the study are defined
as follows:
1. The tezmj "intelligence" as vised in this study referred to the levels
of mental maturity as measured by the California Test of Ment Maturity.^
2. The tem "achievement" as used in this study refeirred to the level
of pupil achievement in school subjects as measured by the California Achieve-
2
ment Test.
3. The term "personality" as used in this study referred to certain
3
beliefs, attitudes and ideas as measures by the California Personality Test.
limitations of the Study.—The primary limitations of this research are
as follows:
1. The extent to which no effort was made to ascertain the iitqpact of
the environmental factors and forces, upon either the "Teaching-
learning Situations" or the personality pattern of the subjects.
(a) Tbs researcher assumed that the commonality of the intact
of the socio-economic factors £or the subjects would cancel
any variants in the patterns of pupil achievement.
2. The extent to which the standardized test materials were valid,
for the subjects who were tested.
3. The extent to which the findings did not represent a wide san^jllng
of may grovqps in different schools, but rather a select group witl>>
in one school.
^Tiegs, loc. cit.« p. 3»
Clark, loc. cit., p. 2.
3
Thoarpe, loc. cit., p. 3.
n
Survey of Related Literature*—‘The literature pertinent to this study
is reviewed under three captions, namely, (a) Research concerning Intelll^
gencej (b) Research concexiilng Achievement; (c) Research concerning Persona¬
lity; (d) Research concerning In^roving School Instruction and (e) Related
Studies*
One of the fTequ^t problems arising in the analysis of intelligence
is whether it is a general factor or a series of specific factors indepezxlent
of one another*
According to Garrett the concept of general intelligence is too broad
to be of much practical value* He states:
Psychologists often distinguish three kinds or three areas
of intelligence activity..* the idsstract, the mechanical, and the
social* Abstract intelligence is exhibited in one's dealing with
syB±)ol and diagrams* The abstractly intelligence person is able
to discover relations a]m>ng symbols and to solve problems with
their aid*"''
Anderson states the idea thusly:
Because the ordinary person identifies intelligence with
the total ability of the person to respond to his environment,
intelligence is often given too much emphasis**** The specia¬
list uses the word in a more rest^cted sense as Just one of
the factors affecting adjustment*
The status of health in regards to intelligence is still discussed
with a great difference of opinion* Flory discusses this by saying:
There seems also to be a positive coorelation between physi¬
cal and mental growth* The intellectually gifted child is on the
average slightly heavier and taller than the average child of his
1
Etenry £* Garrett, Psychology (New York: American Book Coo^>any, 1950),
p* 207*
2
John E* Anderson, The Psychology of Development and Personal Adjust¬
ment (New York: Henry Holi Company, 1^9), p* 219*
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age* HLs health is better, he grows faster and he reaches
sexual matTirlty earlier than hLs age mates of a lower In¬
tellectual status.
The workable conception of Intelligence as far as formal education Is
concerned c<»aes to be centered around and defined In terms of tests. Free¬
man defines Intelligence as:
Intelligence is defined as the caliber of capacities as
represented by I. Q* The 1* Q. happens to be the best sln^e
measure available for ascertaining the efficiency behavlar In
three fields - (1) the ability to learn and profit by escper-
lence; (2) the ability to think abstractly in terms of symbol
such as numbers or words; (3) the ability to adjtist to the
environment.
Wellman concluded from studies made in Iowa of the effect of schooling
on mental growth of pupils, that differences In school envlroment had vary¬
ing effects upon the constancy of their I* Q.'s* The more stimulating the
3
environment for a given child, the greater the Increase in I. Q. limits.
The success of the pupils as they have various school experiences
often determine their regard for school in general. Lee and Lee say: "There
is no doubt that Interest and achievement go together."^
Pursuing this idea concerning acblvement. Hollingsworth concludes:
1
C. C, Flory, "The Physical Growth of Mentally Deficient B<^,"
Monographs of the Society for Research in Child Development, No. 6 (March,
1936), p. 216. ^
2
Ellis Freeman, Pr^clples of General Psychology (New York: Henry
Holt Company, 1939), p* U6.
3
B. L* Wellman, "Our Changing Concept of Intelligence", Journal of
Experimental Education. (March, 193^), PP« 97-107.
j-
Lee and Lee, The Child and HLs Curriculum (New York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, Incorporated, 1951), p. 12d*
13
"Equalization of educational opportunities does not equalize achievement asad
there is a direct relationship between intelligence and achievement."^
2
Willis made a comparative study of the intelligence, achievement and
personality of a group of and Girl Scouts and a corresponding group of
delinquent boys and girls. According to the findings of this study, the boy
and girl scouts were superior in intelligence to the delinquent boys and
girls. The findings also revealed that the delinquent boys and girls achieve
at a much slower pace than scouts.
Lending to this Anderson says: "The problem of a living organism is
not one of doing or not doing, but one of what to do in a world in which
3
there are better and poor ways of doing,"
Betts states: "Teachers first concern in dealing with pupils is to de¬
termine their needs in terms of their level of achievement."^
Further he states:
Teachers and clincians are resorting to test for deter¬
mining the level of achievement. In a carefully planned program,
differences in achiev^ent are recognized in all subject matter
1
J. S, Hollingsworth, Twenty-Seven Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education, Vol, No. XX (Chicago, illinois: 193y)» PP« l93-
99.
2
Jeanne L. Willis, "A Comparative Study of the InteJllgence, Achieve¬
ment and Personality of a group of Boy and Girl Scouts and Corresponding
Group of Delinquent Boys and Girls" U]:q}ublished Master Thesis, School of
Education, Atlanta University, 1951.
3
Anderson, loc. cit., p. 12.
U
Enmett A, Betts, Foundation of Reading Instruction (New York: Ameri¬
can Book Company, 19ii9)» pp. 53-5U.
areas* This means that appropriate materials are obtained so
that instruction may be diTferentiat^ at all stages in terms
of the pupil's level of achievement.
The obligation of the school to bring to its pupils activities in which
they may show achievement and growth is a ccnqplex one* Griffith states: "it
is one thing, however, to demonstrate an iaprovement in a basic ability and
quite another to show that improvement takes place with the aid of new tecl>>
2
niques and methods*"
£ven though the school has a con;>lex task in selecting activities the
best tangible evidence of growth among pupils would be in the way in which
th^ achieve* Garrett discusses achievement as actual perfomance; it is
3
what a person does, regardless of his capabilities*
In trying to determine what skills and knowledge pupils have attained
a close look should be taken at the design of the particular test* Wesley
and Adams explains this thusly: "Achievement tests are designed to measure
information and understaixiing which the pupil acquires frcm study of content*
Such a test should be based wholly upon what the pupil studies* Performance
upon an achievement test reflects intelligence, industry, the firmness of
the curriculum and the quality of teaching, but its pidmary function is to
k




Coleman R. Ch^iffith, Psychology Applied to Teaching and Learning




Edgar Bruce Wesley and Mary A* Adams, Teaching Social Studies (Boston,
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C^e of the most important alms of education is to help each pupil make
the best use of an his pot«atialities • Each pupil must have some measure
of achievement.
Spears affirms this by saying:
The child has the right to receive satisfaction in schooling
here and now^ rather than be promised delivery later.... The school
needs challenge to the utmost the abilities and talents^of children
and with eB^)hasis upon satisfaction and acconqplishoent.
2
£^s made a study to determine the differences, if any, in intelli¬
gence, school achievement and personality develofmient between groups of
attendance and non-attendance students in Lumber City, Georgia. The Otis'
Quick Scoring Test of Mental Ability, Gray's General Achievement Test and
California Test of Personality were administered to the subjects. He found
that the atteiKlers show&i overall superiority to the "non-attenders” in
their mental ability. The attenders also showed an overall superiority to
the "non-attenders" in their school personality. The data revealed that the
group of attenders was achieving at a significantly higher level of academic
acc(m^)lishment than was the group of "non>attenders" except in the areas of
arithmetic ccaoputation and language.
Ev^ though the school has a complex task in selecting activities the
best tangible evidence of growth among pupils would be in the way they achieve.
Garrett discusses achievement as actual performance: it is what a person does
regardless of his capabilities.
1
Harold Spears, Principles of Teaching (New York: Prentice Hall Co.),
pp. 108-09.
2
Alonzo Leroy Epps, "A Comparative Study of the Intelligence, School
Achievement and Personality Development Between Groups of Attendance and
Non-Attendance in the Fifth and Sixth Grades of the Lumber City High School",
Ui^blished Master of Arts Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University,
195U.
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McRae^ has done a study of two-hundred and sixty pupils In grades slx>
nine and twelve In three schools of Dothan, Alabama, 1953-5U* The Califor¬
nia Achievement Test, the Callfoznfila Test of Personality and California Test
of Mental Maturity were administered to the sribjects* The findings of the
study revealed significant differences in Total Mental and Language Factors
of sixth grade pupils* Significant differences also existed in reading,
arithmetic, language and total achievement. For the ninth grade pupils
significant differences were found In reading, arithmetic and total achieve¬
ment. Significant differences were found in reading, arithmetic and Total
achievement of the twelfth grade group. Significant differences were found
In Personal Adjustment for ninth grade and in Social adjustment for the
ninth and twelfth grades.
The first time we meet a new group of children we immediately begin
to judge the personal characteristics of each of them. We note that some
are shy, others serious and others gay. These judgements are made about
personal traits. Gulford follows this trend In stating: "personality Is an
Integrated pattern of traits* A way of differing from other people at large,
2
not by an Isolated peculiarity."
According to AUport, the term personality Is used to describe the
following constitutions: "That which Is vital Inward and essential. Persona¬
lity Is "what man Is". The dynamic organization within the individual of
those psychological systems that determine his unique adjustments to
Lovle James McRae, "Differences In Intelligence Achievement and Per¬
sonality as Manifested by Students Entering Jiinlor and Senior Ifi.gh School
from Two Negro Elementary Schools In an Alabama Community". Ut^ubllshed
Master of Arts Thesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 1956.




The teacher is concerned with personality as a developmental function
rather than a remedial function. Harper and Wright asserts that "the child
must be accpeted for himself and for the behavior patterns he has worked out.
The major problem to be kept in mind is not the child's inability to do
school work but the inability to get along with others. It is important to
regognize the maiiy things that he can do, and do well in spite of bis prob¬
lems.^
All that we have stated thus far contributes to the idea that teachers
must learn all they can about how pupils develop and learn, bow th^ solve
problems and how they differ ffom their fellows.
Hllgard sums up personality as:
Personality is the sum total of individual characteristics
and ways of behaving which, in their organization or patterning,
describe an individual's unique adjustments to his environment.
Hence personality includes anything that matters in one's ner-
sonal adjustment, in all his maintenance of self respect.^
Many unfavorable conditions existing in the schools are the result of
the act of ccm^ensatim for inccm^tency among others. Macomber describes
the atten^t at adjustment in these words:
Every child strives to attain the best possible adjustment
within the range of his possibility.... The child who fails ; ^
1
Gordon W. Allport, Personality (New Icark: American Book Co., 1937),
p. 25*
2
Louis Harper, Benjamin Wright, "Dealing with iknotional Problems in
the Classroom", Elementary School Journal, LVIH, No. 6 (March 1958), 328.
3
Ernest R. Hilgard, Introduction to Psychology (New York: Harcourt,
Brace Conqpaiy, 1953)» P» U07.
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must fiM ways of reconciling these failures with the necessity
of maintaining his self-respect unable to achieve he is conqpelled
to devise some means of restoring and protecting his ego*
J. S, caenn and W. line conducted a study of 2k childraiin grade 2
to senior U nt Regal Road Public School in Toronto* The National Intelli¬
gence Test was administered to the subjects during the period from November
15, to December lU, 1932. The October and December marks were averaged to
obtain suitable measures of achievement. The conclusions of this study re¬
vealed that differences between school achievement and intelligence were
more prevalent among pupils in grade 2, after which there was a decrease un¬
til lower Uth where the last difference is noticed*
3Green made a study of seventeen rural and seventeen urban ninth grade
pupils from schools in Vienna, Georgia to determine the signficant differences
if any between two equivalent groups* The California Test of Personality,
the Califoimia Test of Mental Maturity, and the California Test of Achieve¬
ment were administered to the subjects* Her findings revealed significant
differences existed only in the Conqponent of Total Adjustment*
Brisco^ engaged himself in a study of Problem and Non-Problem Boys of
a Boys Club in Atlanta* He used the following Instruments to collect data:
1
Freeman Glann Macomber and Henry Beaumont, Psychological Factors in
Education (New York: Rinehart and Company, 19U9)* po* 2bli-65*
J* S* GLenn and W* Line, "Some Relationships Between Intelligence
and Achievement in the Public Schods"^ Jouxmal of Educational Research
(May, 1935), 582,8?* . “
3
Doris McKenzie Green, "Tested Differences in the Achievement and Per¬
sonality of Equivalent Chroups of Rural and Urban Ninth Grades*" Unpublished
Master of Arts Tliesis, School of Education, Atlanta University, 19U6, p* 62.
U
Edward Raymon Bzdscoe, "A Coi);>arative Study of a (hroup of Problem
Boys and a Group of Non-Problem Boys on Measiured Intelligence, Education
Achievement and Personality Adjustment." Unpublished Master of Arts Thesis,
School of Education, Atlanta University, 1956,
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California Test of M^tal Maturity, California Achievement Test, Califoznia
Test of Personality, Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Scale, K, D,
Proneness Scale and Check list* HLs findings revealed that neither group
of boys held an advantage or disadvantage with references to total personal
adjustment; that both groups passed similar mental ability as far as total
mental factors are concerned and there were no significant difference be¬
tween the two groups on the Behavior Rating Scale.
In a discussion on "The Factor of Personality" SkLimer referred to
some persons as being more or less docile or assertive, communal or solitary,
conservative or radical, honest or dishonest, perservlng or non-perserving,
and so on. He said as a consequence of escperience and background, interests
and purposes vary from person to person, though they may be people of the
same intellectual level. The Integration with Intellect of these and other
aspects of behavior will contribute to the dellventim of each individual
as a distinct personality in whom mental abilities constitute one set of
factors.^
2
McGhee and Lewis made a study of ht797 girls and U>26U boys taken
from 36 states, 3IO communities and U55 schools in the United States. The
mentally superior pupils were selected from grades four to eight scoring in
the highest 10 per cent in terms of intelligence quotients based on the
Eeedlman-Anderson Test. The retarded pupils were those who score in the
lowest 10 per cent of the same test.
1
Charles E. Skinner, Educational Psychology (New Jersey: Prentice
Hall, Inc., 1951), p. 2UB.
2
William McGhee and Drayton Lewis, "A Comparison of Certain Persona¬
lity Characteristics of Mentally Superior and Mentally Retarded Children,"
Joiimal of Educational Research (April, 19i:2), 600-610.
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Two measitres of personality were used in the study of personality
scores on the Personal Inventory and the teacher's rating of their pupils
for the presence of 70 designed personality traits. The data from this
study Indicate that mentaliy retarded children are less well adjusted in per¬
sonality reactions than mentally superior children.
An attmpt to iD^rove the personality adjustment of elementazy school
pupils were reported hy Flory, Alden and Sinmons.^ Analysis 6f the resvilts
of their test data showed that twenty-six or ten per cent of the total groups
were extremely maladjusted. Twenty-three of these subjects remained in
school during the two year period which this experiment extended. Each
teacher used her own devices in bringing about personality adjustment. Un-
fort\matelyy no records were k^t of the procedures since it was felt that
teachers would be more willing to cooperate in the study ^ no records were
required. At the end of the two year period, eighteen of the twenty-three
children showed definite gains in personality status. Four of the five
pupils in the group with small personality gains had Z. Q.'s of h8. The
group with the largest gain in personality scores had the highest mean I.Q.
as after testing there is always the need for looking critically at the
findings. Ver little is achieved through testing unless the inplications
are studied and followed zp. Betts states, "A wise use of instructional
materials is preceded by an appraisal of the pupils ability to deal success-
2
fully with thma and by a survey of learning needs."
1 :—
Charles D. Flory, Elizabeth Alden and Madeline Simmons, "An Attenpt
to Improve the Personality Adjustment of Elementary School Pupils," Journal
of Education, XXXVIII (September, 19144.), 1-8. ———
2
Betts, Loc., cit., p. U39.
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Smith, Stanley and Shores further state:
The facts enable & faculty to take stock of its procedure
and plans at every step and to change them as the circumstances
may require. It is folly to proceed without knowing what is
happening. The task of continous diagnosis is-jto supply this
kncwledge in every phase of curriculum change.
Educational improvement occxurs not only in the large scale provisions
for the school but also in the specific activities and materials of teaching-
learning situations.
Krug concludes: "Better teaching is the aim of all ciuriculum activity.
To say this is to suggest not that present teaching is bad, but rather that
we can never exhaust all the possibilities of continous improvement. Teach-
2
ing and learning are human processes in which ceilings are never reached."
He further states, "No one teacher will be eqtially strong in all abi¬
lities, but all teachers will want to make continual inqprovement in as many
3
as possible."
Better use of test results should be of ulmost importance in planning
and working for better school programs. Dice gives emphasis to this as she
says, "we need to e^lore aptitudes, interests and many phases of the indivi¬
dual growth and development of pupils who crowd our doors ... that the role
of the school is not merely to measure, but to provide new offerings as a




Edward A. Krug, Cizrriculum Planning (New York: Harper ax^ Brothers,
1957), p. 177.
3
Krug, loc. cit., p. 18.
U
L. Kathxyn Dice, "Unmet Needs of High School Students", Educational
Leadership, Vol. 16, No. 3 (December, 1958), p. 17U.
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Tests should be studied and analyzied from various angles* The capa¬
city and achievement of pupils should be reviewed as a whole*
Hamilton and Finley found as the results of a five year study that,
"more eiq>hasis should be placed on evaluation of the child in relation to
his capabilities rather than to a rigid grade standard* This will mean
working with teachers to he3p them (a) refrain from placing undue pressure
on children who in terms of their ability, are already over-achieving but
are still below grade level, and (b) work with children who are at or above
1
grade level but are still underachieving in relation to their ability*"
1
DeForest Hamilton and Carmen J* Finl^, "Five Years of Progress in
a County Wide Groiq) Testing Prc^am"* Elqnentary School Journal, Vol* LVIII
No. 1 (October, 1957), p* 20.
CHAPTER 11-
PRESENTATION AND ANALTSIS OF DATA
Introductory Statement.-»-The purpose of this chapter will be presen¬
tation, analysis, and interpretation of the data on the intelligence, school
achievemait, and personality of seventy, fourth grade subjects. These sub¬
jects are divided into two groups of thirty five subjects per group and
shall be designated as Group A and Group 6. Group A being those subjects
who were permanently enrolled in School A and Group B are those subjects en¬
rolling in School A from School B for the school year 1958-1959.
The source and treatment of the data will be organized under the fol¬
lowing captions: (l) data on statistically significant differences between
Group A and Ch*oup B subjects on the California Test of Mental Maturity}^
(2) data on statistically significant differences between Group A and Group
2
B on the California Achievement Testj (3) data on statistically significant
differences between Group A and Group B on the California Test of Persona-
Uty.^
There are presentations of frequency distributions on each of the
variables as used in this study. The tables will give the primary statis¬
tics in regards to central tendency and variability. The conparative
Elizabeth T, Sullivan, Willis W, Clark, and Ernest ¥, Tiegs, Califor¬
nia Test of Mental Matxirity ^os Angeles, 1957).
^Ernest ¥, Tiegs and Willis W, Clark, California Achievement Test
(Los Angeles, 1957).
Louis P. Thorpe, Willis W, Clark, and Ernest W, Tiegs, California
Test of Personality (Los Angeles, 1953)*
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statistics of Gb:oup A and Group B, comprising the seventy subjects used in
this study together vith Fisher's "t" ratio derived from the conqparisons,
will be presented*
The mil hypothesis that no significant differences in intelligence,
achievement, and personality existed between the subjects of Ch’oup A and
Group B was formulated. This hypothesis was tested statistically by utili¬
zing the standard error of the mean difference with reference to the table
of "t”. The five per cent level of confidence with 68 degrees of freedom
was accepted to prove the reliability of statistics.
In order to ascertain data that would be equitable, the I. Q.'s of
Group A and B were matched as closely as possible. Data for the subjects
used in the selection of Group A will be found in Table 1 and Figure 1.
The data for the two equivalent groups will be found in Tables 2 through
7 and Figures 2 through i*. Not only were the Total I. Q.'s compared but
the raw scores for the con^jonent parts. Language and non-language were
changed into I. Q.'s and statistically treated for significant differences.
Thus, any significant differences on the Achievement and Personality
Test might be considered due to variables other than intelligence.
Performances of Fourth Grade Subjects on Total I. Q.'s.—The data in
Table 1 and Figure 1, which were yielded by the subjects obtained in Group
B, indicated that 8 individuals or 9.0U per cent obtained an I. Q. of 100
or above. Thirty persons or 33*90 per cent had an I, Q.’s of 99 to 81^,
Fifteen or 16.95 per cent had an I, Q.'s below Bh* The mean I, Q, for this
group was 77 *211. The standard error of the mean was 1,8U and the standard
deviation was l8,05. Twelve persons or 13•56 per cent had I, Q.'s that fell
within the class interval containing the mean, 38 subjects or 14.2.9U per cent
2$
TABLE 1
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
DERIVED FRCM FOURTH GRADE PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA
MENTAL MATURITY TEST
^I. Q.'s Frequency Percent
125 - 129 1 1.13
120 - 12k 0 0.00
115 - 119 0 0.00
no - lU 1 1.13
105 - 109 3 3.39
100 - 101* 3 3.39
95 - 99 7 7.91
90 - 91* 8 9.01*
85 - 89 9 10.17
80 - 81* 6 6.68
75 - 79 12 13.56
70 - 71* 3 3.39
65 - 69 5 5.65
60 - 61* n 12.I43
5^ - 59 k 1*.52
50 - 5U 8 9.01*
U5- k9 2 2.26
1*0- y* h li.52
35 - 39 1 1.13
N - 88 99.3lt
H - 77.2U S.D. - 18.05
fell belcw the class ioiteinraX containing the mean and 38 pupils or k2,9k
placed above the mean. Ccxq>ared to.the noznnal population these subjects

















Fig. 1.—Frequency polygon of I, Q.*s obtained by fourth grade
pupils on the California Test of Ment^ Maturity,
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Performance of Two Equivalent Groups on Total I» Q»*3»—The data in
Table 2 and Figure 2 revealed a range in !• Q.'s of I4.O to 125 for Group A*
TABLE 2
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
DERIVED FROI TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS PERFORMANCES
ON THE CAnFORNIA MENTAL MATURITY TEST
Grouj A Group B
I.»Q .’s Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
125 129 1 2,86 1 2.86
120 - 12it 0 0.00 0 0.00
115 119 0 0.00 2 5.72
110 - llU 1 2.86 2 5.72
105 mm 109 3 8.50 2 5.72
100 > lOU 1 2.86 1 2.86
95 - 99 2 5.72 0 0.00
90 9h 0 0.00 5 14.30
85 - 89 5 14.30 5 14.30
80 Qk h 11.44 3 8.58
75 - 79 5 14.30 3 8.58
70 - 7li 3 8.58 3 8.58
65 - 69 U 11.44 2 5.72
60 - 6U 3 8.58 3 8.58
55 mm 59 1 2.86 1 2.86
50 5U 1 2.86 0 0.00
U5 - li9 0 0.00 1 2.86
Uo hk 1 2.86 1 2.86
N - 35 100.10 35 100.10
M = 86 M 85
Md “ 80 Md » 88
SD » 18.00 SD » 19.85
SEmj^- 3.10 SEni2 “ 3.42
V
Fig# 2#—Frequency polygon of I# Q#'s obtained by two groups of
fourth grade pupils on the California Test of Mental Maturity.
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Six subjects had I. Q.'s of 100 or above. Sixteen or U5*76 per cent of tlM
subjects obtained I. Q.'s of 99 to 75 and thirteen pupils or 37*18 per cent
revealed I. Q.'s below 7U. The mean I. Q. for Group A was 86. Five or lit.30
per cent indicated I. Q.'s within the class interval containing the mean 8
or 22.88 per cent revealed I. Q.'s above the class interval containing the
mean and 22 or 62.92 per cent indicated I. Q.'s below the class intei*val
containing the mean.
Group B revealed a range in I. Q.'s of iiO to 129 indicating I. Q.'s
very inferior to superior. Eight or 22.88 per cent of the subjects revealed
I. Q.'s of 100 or above. Sixteen or 14.5*76 per cent revealed I* Q.'s of
95 bo 75* Eleven or 3I.I4.6 per cent of the subjects indicated I.Q.'s below
7U. The mean I. Q. for group B was 85. Five or IU.30 per cent of the scores
revealed I. Q.'s within the class interval containing the mean, I3 or 37.18
per cent indicated I. Q.'s above the class interval containing the mean and
17 or 1|8.62 per cent revealed I. Q.'s below the class interval containing
the mean.
Comparative Data and Significant Differences.—As indicated in Table 3
the mean I. Q. for Group A was 85 and for Group B mean I. Q. was 86 with a
TABLE 3
COMPARISON OF I. Q.'S DERIVED BY TWO GRODPS OF FOURTH GRADE PUPIIS
PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA MENTAL MATURITY TEST
(INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS)











difference in I. Q* of one in favor of Group A, The standard deviation for
Group A was 18,00 and for Group B was 19*85. The standard error of the mean
was 3,10 for Group A and 3,U2 for Group B, Tlie standard error of the dif¬
ference between the two means was 1|.,93*
The "t” for these was ,20 which was not significant because it was
less than the required 2*00 at the five per cent level of confidence with
68 degrees of £reed(»a.
Therefore the difference in Total Intelligent Quotients between sub- .
jects of Group A and Group B was not statistically significant. Therefore,
these groups are considered equivalent with respect to intelligence and ary
significant difference on California Achievement and Personality Tests
might be considered due to other variables.
Performances of Subjects on Non-Language I.Q.'s.—The data in Table
U and Figure 3 revealed a range in I. Q,’s of 50 to 129 for Group A. Eight
subjects revealed I. Q,'s of 100 or above. Twenty-two or 62*92 percent re¬
vealed I, Q,'s of 99 to 75 and 5 or lii*30 percent revealed I, Q.*s of 7k to
50* The B^an I, Q* for Group A on the Non-Language Con^on^t was 82^. Five
or ll;*30 per cent of the subjects indicated I. Q.'s within the clas interval
containing the mean, 15 or 1^2*90 per cent revealed I. Q.’s above the class
interval containing the mean and 17 or U9*13 per cent indicated I, Q.'s
below the class intez*val containing the mean. Cospared with the normal
population Group A placed at the 20th percentile*
The data for Group B indicated a range in I* Q.'s of 60 to 129* This
revealed a range in I* Q.'s for Gbroup B on Non-Language Component range
from superior to very inferior* One subject indicated an I.Q. of 129 and
four indicated an I. Q. of 6U* Six or 17*16 per cent of the subjects re¬
vealed I. Q.'s of 100 or above. Eleven or 31.U8 pez* cent indicated I. Q.'s
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TABLE U
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AM) BASIC STATISTICS OF INTELLIGENCE QUOTIENTS
DERIVED FRCM TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS PERFORMANCES
ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY
(NON-LANGUAGE)
Group A Group B
I.Q.'s Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
125 - 129 1 2.89 1 2.86
120 - 12k 1 2.89 0 0.00
115 - 119 0 0,00 1 2.86
no - u.k 2 5.72 3 8.58
105 - 109 k n.U9 0 0,00
100 - lou 0 0.00 1 • 2.85
95 - 99 2 5.72 2 5.72
90 - 9lt . 3 8.58 8 22.88
85 - 89 5 lk,30 2 2.86
80 - 8U 7 20.02 k ll.kk
75 - 79 5 lk.30 2 2.86
70 - 7U 2 5.72 3 8.58
65 - 69 1 2.89 U n.lOt
60 - 6k 1 2.89 k n.l4J4
55 - 59 0 0.00
50- 5U 1 2.89
N 35 100.10 ■ 35 100.10
M 8U M 86
Md - 86 Md 88
S.D, ■ 15.80 S.D. - 16.55
2.72 SEm2 ■ 2.85
below 7U. The mean I. Q. for Group B was 86* Two or 5.72 per cent of the
subjects revealed I. Q.'s within the class interval containing t-he mean, 16
or ii5.76 per cent revealed I. Q.*s above the class interval containing the
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Fig* 3«“-Fi*equency polygon of I. Q,'s made by two groups
of fovirth grade subjects on the California Test of Mental
Maturity (Non-Language).
mean and 17 or i|.9*13 indicated I. Q.'s belcw the class inteinral containing
the mean. Group B when measiured with the normal population placed at the
20th percentile.
Comparative Data and Significant Differences.—As indicated in Table
5 the mean I. Q. for Group A was bl* and for Group B it was 86 with a differ¬
ence of 2 in favor of Group B. The standard deviation was 15«80 for Group
A and 16.55 for Group B. The standard error of the mean for Group A was
2.72 it was 2.85 for Group B. The standard error of the difference between
two means was 3.72.
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TABLE $
COMPARISON OF I.Q. DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS
PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA MENTAL MATURITY TEST
(NON-LANGUAGE)
GroT;5)S Mean S.D. M^-Mg SEra^-mg "t"
A 8U 15.80 2.72
2 3.72 .5k
B 86 16.55 2.85
The "t” for these data was «5U which was not significant because it
was less than 2,00 as required at the five per cent level of confidence with
68 degrees of freedom.
Therefore the traits tested of Qroi;^ A and Group B manifested no sta^*
tistically significant difference.
Performance of Subjects on Language I. Q.*s.—The data in Table 6 and
Figure revealed a range in I. Q.'s of 95 to 91 on the Language Component^
Six subjects revealed I. Q.’s of 100 or above. Sixteen or ii5*76 per cent
revealed I. Q.’s below 7lj.. The mean I. Q. for Group A was 95* Six or 17.16
per cent of the subjects revealed I. Q,'s within the class interval contain¬
ing the mean, 6 or 17.16 per cent indicated I. Q.’s above the mean and 23
or 65.78 indicated I. Q.’s below the class inte3rval containing the mean.
When compared with the national norm (h*oup A placed at the ItOth percentile.
The data for Group B indicated a range in I. Q.'s of 50 to 129. This
revealed that I. Q.’s for Group B on the language con5)onent range from
superior to very inferior. One subject indicated and I. Q. of 129 and 3
indicated I. Q.’s below 60. Two-thirds of the subjects had I. Q.’s from 95
3U
TABLE 6
FEIEQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS OF INTELLIQENCE QUOTIENTS
DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH (HIADE PUPILS PERFORMANCE ON
THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY (LANGUAGE)
Group A Group B
I. ,'s Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
125 129 1 2.86 1 2.86
120 - 12h 0 0.00 0 0.00
115 - 219 0 0.00 1 2.86
no > llit 1 2.86 1 2.86
105 > 109 0 0.00 1 2.86
100 - lOlt h n.iai 3 8.58
95 • 99 6 17.16 k n.itU
90 - 9k 1 2.86 6 17.16
85 - 89 h n.iiU It n.UU
80 - 8U 5 li4.30 3 8.58
75 - 79 3 8.58 3 8.58
70 - 7U h 11.UU 3 8.58
65 - 69 5 IU.30 2 5.72
60 - 6U 1 2.86 1 2.86
55 • 59 1 2.86
50 5U 1 2.86
N - 35 100 .ID 35 100.10
M 95 M 91
Md » 81t Md - 92
S.D, « llt.75 S.D. - 16.90
SEm^ “ 2.52 saii2 “ 2.91
Frequencies
59 61; 69 7U 79 8U 89 9li 99 101* 109 ISH 127
I*Q.'s
Fig.U»—PVequency polygon of I*Q*'8 obtained by pupils of two groups
of fourth gr%de pupils on the California Test of Mental Maturity (Language) •
MV
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to 65. The mean I. Q. for Group B was 91* Six or 17.16 per cent of the
pupils indicated I. Q.'s within the class interval containing the mean.
Eleven or 3I.I4.6 per cent of the pupils obtained I. Q.’s above the class in¬
terval containing the mean and lb or 51.US per cent of the subjects indicated
I. Q.'s below the class intearval containing the mean. As equated with the
normal population Group B placed at the 30th percentile.
Comparative Data and Significant Differences.—As indicated in Table
7 the mean I. Q. for Group A was 95, for Group B it was 91, with a differ¬
ence of 1|. In favor of subjects of Group A. The standaz*d deviation was lit..75
for Group A and it was 16.90 for Group B. The standard error of the mean
was 2.52 for Group A and 2.91 for Group B, The standard error of the differ¬
ence between the mean was 3*63.
TABLE 7
CCM>ARIS0N OF I.Q. DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE
PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA MENTAL MATURITY TEST
(LANGUAGE)
The "t" for these data was not significant because it was less than
the required 2.00 at the five per cent level of confidence with 68 degrees
of freedom. Therefore, the I. Q.'s revealed by Group A and Group B subjects
on the Language Con5)onent of California Test of Mental Maturity was not
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statistically significant.
Performances of Subjects on the Reading Vocabulary.—As revealed by
the data in Table b and Figure 5 the reading vocabulary test scores of Group
A range from 3 to 36, This gave the sub;}ects a range in grade placement of
2,1 to 6,5. Eight of the subjects of Group A scored above the grade norm.
TABLE 8
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTICM AND BASIC STATISTICS DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS
OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON THE CALEFQRNIS
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (READING VOCABULARY) .
Group A Group B
Scores Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
UO - U2 1 2.86
37 - 39 0 0.00
3k - 36 1 2.86 0 0.00
31 - 33 0 0.00 1 2.86
28 - 30 1 2.86 2 5.72
25 - 27 3 8.58 6 17.16
22 - 2h 3 8.58 2 5.72
19 - 21 U 11.14+ 5 li+.30
16 - 18 k 11.14+ li 11.14+
13 - 15 2 5.72 3 8.58
10 - 12 6 17.16 k 11.14+
1-9 6 17.16 h 11.1+1+
k - 6 3 8.58 1 2.86
1-3 2 5.72 2 5.72
N » 35 100.10 35 100.10
M 15.01 M - 19.12
Md - ilt.75 Md “ 17.62
S.D. » 7.ia S.D, “ 8.85
SEm, ^ 1.28 SEnu “ 1.53
Grade Grade
Placement « 3.8 Placement “ li.3
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Fig* 5•“Frequency polygon of scores obtained by two groups of
fourth grade pupils on the Califwmia Test of Achievement (Reading
Vocabtilary).
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The mean score was 15.01 for Group A and indicated a grade placement of
3.8, The subjects of Group A as disclosed by this data are retairded in
reading vocabulaiy component to the extent of 7 months* Sixteen of 1^5.76
per cent of the subjects scored above the class-interval containing the
mean^ 17 or 1|.8*62 per cent scored below the mean and 2 or 5*72 per cent
scored witl:^ the class interval containing the mean* Group A scored at
the 20th percentile when compared with the normative group*
The data for Group B indicated a raiige in scores from 3 to h2» The
grade placement for this data ranged fircm 2*1 to 7*5* Twelve subjects of
(h*oup B achieved above the grade norm. The mean score of 15*12 revealed a
grade placement of 1^*3* Five or lli*30 per cent of the pupils scored within
the class interval containing the mean, 12 or 3l;*32 per cent scored above
the mean and 18 or 5l*Ud per cent fell below the interval containing the
mean* The subjects of Group B, as revealed by the data, were achieving be¬
low the norm by two months. When coiqpared with the national sample Group
B placed at the 30^h percentile.
Comparative Data and Significant Differences*—As indicated in Table
9 the mean score of Group A pupils performances was 15.01, for Group B it
was 19*12, with a difference of k..ll in favor of the pupils from Group B*
The standard error of the mean for Group A was 6.14^, for Group B pupils it
was 8*91* The standard error of the difference between the two means was
1*97.
The "t" for these data was 2*59 in favor of the pupils of (h:‘oup B,
which was significant because it was more than 2*00 at the five per cent
level of confidence with 68 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference
between the pupils of Group B and the pupils of Group A on the reading
Uo
vocabiilary component of the California Test of Achievement vas statistically
significant*
TABLE 9
COMPARISON OF RAW SCCKES DERIVED FRCM TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE
PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(READING VOCABUIARI)
Group Mean S.D. SEm M^-Mg SEm^Hn2 Mt«
A 15.01 7.U1 1.28
U.u 1.97 2.59
B 19.12 8.85 1.53
Performances of Subjects on Reading Comprehension*—-As revealed by
the data in Table 10 and Figure 6 the reading comprehension test scores of
^oup A ranged from 5 to This indicated a range in grade placement of
2*0 to 7*2* Eight of the subjects scored above the grade norm. One subject
obtained a grade placement of 2.0. The subjects of Group k, as revealed
by the data, have an average achievement which cozresponds to that of 3*7
grade level. Group A subjects are retarded in reading cos^rehension to the
extent of 9 months. Five or 1U*30 per cent of the pupils scored within the
class-interval containing the mean. Group A fell at the 20th percentile
in reading comprehension when compared with the standardized group.
The data* for Group B indicated a range in scores from to to Sk, indi¬
cating a grade placement of 2.0 to 7*2. Ten subjects revealed a grade place¬
ment of 2.0 and one subject a grade placement of 7*2. Tt^ mean score of
2l;.95 Indicates a grade placement of U*0 for Group B. According to their
achlev^ent Group B is retarded in reading con^rehension by months.
TABLE ID
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS
OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON THE CAIIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (READING COMPREHENSION)
Group A Group B
Scores Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
50 - 5U 1 2.86 1 2.86
kS - 1*9 0 0,00 0 0.00
1*0 - 1*1* 1 2.86 1 2.86
35 - 39 1* 11.1*1* 2 5.72
30 - 31* 2 5.72 6 17.16
25 - 29 5 ll*.30 6 17.16
20-21* 6 17.16 9 25.71*
15 - 19 5 ll*.30 5 li*.30
10-11* 6 17.16 3 8.58
5-9 5 ll*.30 2 5.72
N - 35 100.10 35 IDO.IO
M 21.95 M 21*.95
Md 21.75 Md 26.00
SD 10.80 SD 6.80
SEm - 1.86 SEW - 1.17
Grade Placement “ 3.7 Grade Placement «
Six or 17.16 per cent of the pupils scored within the class interval contain¬
ing the mean, 10 individuals or 28.60 per cent scored above the mean and 19
or 5U.91 per cent of the subjects scored belcw the class interval containing




Fig*6.--Frequency polygon of scores obtained by two groups
of fourth grade pupils on the California Test of Achievement
(Reading Comprehension)
CcB^aratiYe Data and Significant Differences,—As indicated in Table
11^ the mean score of (h'oup A was 21«95« for Group B it was 2k»9$f with a
difference of 3, in favor of the pupils of Group A, the standard error of
the mean for the pupils of Gbroup B was 1*86 for the pupils of Group A it
was 1*17« The standard error of the differences between the two mean was
2«l8, The grade placement for Group A was 3,5 and for Ch*oup B it was 3*8,
TABLE 11 ' :
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE
PUPIIS PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(READING COMPREHENSION)
The "t" for these data was 1,38 which was not significant because it
was less than 2.00 at the five per cent level of confidence. Therefore^ the
difference between Group A and Group B on the Reading Comprehension Con^nent
of the California Test of Achievement was not statistically significant.
Performances of Subjects on Total Reading.—-As revealed by the data
in Table 12 and Figure 7 the total reading test scores of Group A range
from a low of ID to a high of 8.9. The grade placement for this data ranged
from 2.1 to 6.8. Eight sub;}ects achieved above the grade norm. One subject
obtained a score of 2.1. The subjects of Group A as revealed by the data
TABLE 12
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS
OF FOURTH GRADE PUPII5 PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (TOTAL READING)
Group A Group B
Scores Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
90 - 9li 1 2.86
85 - 89 1 2.86 0 0.00
80 - 81t 0 0.00 0 0.00
75 - 79 0 0.00 0 0.00
70 - 7k 0 0.00 0 0.00
65 - 69 2 5.72 2 5.72
60 - 6U 1 ■ 2.86 2 5.72
55 - 59 1 2.86 3 8.58
50 - 5U 3 8.58 3 8.58
U5 - h9 h n.Ut 1+ 11.10+
liO - liU 3 18.58 5 lii.30
35 - 39 2 5.72 1+ 11.10+
30-31+ h 11.10; 3 8.58
25 - 29 3 8.58 2 5.72
20 - 2U h 11.10+ 1+ 11.10+
15 - 19 k 11.10+ 0 0.00
10 - lit 3 8.58 2 5.72
N 35 100.10 35 100.10
M 36.80 M 1+3.05
Md ^ 3I+.87 Md - 10+
S.D. - 17.70 S.D. - 15.80
“ 3.05 - 2.70
Grade Placement - 3.8 Grade Placement -
Have an average achievement which corresponds to that of 3*8. Group A as
indicated by this data was 7 months retarded in total reading. Two or 5.72
per cent of the pupils scored within the class-interval containing the mean,
15 or i4l»90 per cent scored above the mean and 18 or 52.05 per cent scored
below the class-interval containing the mean. Group A fell at the 20th
percentile when conqjared with the nonmative group.
Scores
Fig* 7•“Frequency polygon of scores obtained by two groups of
fourth grade pupils on the California Achievement Test (Total Reading)*
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The data for Group B revealed a range in scores from 10 to 9k • This
gave Group B a range in grade placement frcm 2*1 to 7»2* Approximately,
two-thirds of the scores of Ch'oup B are between 29 and 5U which indicates
that approximately, two-thirds of the subjects achieved on grade levels be¬
tween 3*2 and Ch*oup B as indicated by the data has an average achieve¬
ment which corresponds to a grade placement of 1^.0 • According to their
achievement Group B subjects are 5 months retarded in Total Reading* Five
or 1U*30 per cent of the subjects scored within the class-interval contain¬
ing the mean, lU subjects or U0*0U per cent scored above the mean and 16 or
li5*76 per cent scored below the class-interval containing the mean* Group
B placed at the 30th percentile when coti^>ared with the normative group*
Comparative Data and Significant Differences*—As indicated in Table
13, the mean score of Group A is 36*80 for Group B it is U3*05* There is a
difference in means of 6*2^ in favor of subjects of Group B* The standard
error of the mean for Group A is 3*05 and that of Group B is 2*70. The
standard error of the difference between the means is i|*05*
TABLE 13
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES DERIVED FROM TWO (HIOUPS OF FOTETH GRADE
PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(TOTAL READING)
Group Mean S*D* SIka SEm^-Mg ••t”
A 36*80 17*70 3.05
6.25 it.05 1.55
B li3.05 15.80 2.70
The ”t” for these data is 1.55» which is not significant because it
is less than 2*00 at the five per cent level of confidence with 68 degrees
of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the pupils of Group A and
Group B was not statistically significant.
Performances of Subjects on Arithmetic Reasoning.—As indicated by
the data in Table lU and Figure 8 the Arithmetic Seasoning Test scores of
Group A range from a lew of to a high of 33. This indicates a range in
grade placement of 2*3 to 7*1. Eleven of the subjects scored above the
grade norm. ' One subject obtained a grade placement of 7*2 and two indicated
a grade placement of 2. The subjects of Group A as manifested by the data,
achieved an average grade placement of l^.l. Two-thirds of the siibjects
scored between 7 and 21 revealing data which corresponds to 2*9 to 1;.8
grade levels. Five or lii.30 per cent scored within the class-interval con¬
taining the mean, 13 or 37*18 per cent scored above the mean, and 17 or
1|8.82 per cent scored below the mean. According to their achievement Group
A subjects are h months below the grade placement of the norm. As coiqjared
to the national norm these subjects placed at the 30th percentile.
The data for Group B revealed a range in scores from 6 to a high of
33 indicating a range in grade placement of 2.U to 7*1* One of the subjects
obtained a grade-placement of 2*1 and one had a grade placement of 7*1*
Two-thirds of the Group scored between 3*9 and 5*3 grade level. The mean
score of 17*U2 indicated a grade placement of As c(m^)ared with the
national nom Group B placed at the 40th percentile. Four or 11.44 per
cent of the pupils scored within the class-interval containing the mean.
17 or 48.62 per cent scored above the mean and 14 or 40.04 per cent fell
below the class interval containing the mean. Accoz^iing to the data Group
B was 1 month below the norm for these subjects.
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TABLE m
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS
OF FOURTH CEADE PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (ARITHMETIC REASONING)
Group A Group B
Scores Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
31 - 33 1 2*86 1 2.86
28-30 k 11.10; 1 2.86
25 - 27 k 11.10; 2 5.72
1CM 2 5.72 7 20.02
19 - 21 5 IU.30 6 17.16
16 - 18 5 lli.30 1; 11.10;
13 - 15 3 8.58 1; 11.10;
10-12 6 l!i.30 5 ll;.30
7-9 6 17.16 k 11.10;
U - 6 2 8.58 1 2.86
N - 35 100.50 35 100.10
M 16.30 M = 17.1;2
Md = 15.80 Md = 18.12
S.D. » 7.10; S.D. “ 8.91
SEm “ l.Ul SQa » 1.53
Grade Placement » J+.l Grade Placement »
U9
Fig*8.—Frequency polygon of scores obtained by two
groups of fourth grade pupils on the California Test of
Achievement (Arithmetic Reasoning).
Comparative Data and Significant Differences.—-As indicated in Table
15, the mean score of the pupils of Group A was 16,30, for Group B it is
17«lt2, with a difference of 1,12, in favor of pupils of Group. B, The stan¬
dard deviation for the pupils of Group A is 7,Uh Tor Group B it is 8,91j the
standard error of the mean for pupils of Group A was 1,1+1, for Group B it




COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH C21ADE
PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(ARITHMETIC REASONING)
Group Mean S.D. SIhi “m2 «l-«2
A 16.30 7.i4i i.ia
1.88 1.12 .59
B n.h2 8,91 1.53
The ”t” for these data was *59* which is not significant becatise it
is less than 2.00 at the five per cent level of confidence. Therefore, the
difference between the pupils of Group A and Group B on the Arithmetic Rea¬
soning Component of the California Achievement Test was not statistically
significant.
Performances of Subjects on Arithmetic Fundamentals.—As indicated by
the data in Table 16 and Figure 9 the sub;}ects of Group A obtained a range
on scores from a low of U to a high of 36. This range in scores revesiled
a grade placement of 2.7 to 6.1. Fourteen of the subjects revealed scores
from 17 to 2kf indicating a range in grade levels of U.O to U.9. Two sub¬
jects indicated scores of 36, a score equivalent to the 6.1 grade level.
The mean score of 19.21 revealed a grade placement of 1^.2. According to
this data Group A was 3 months retarded in Arithmetic Fundamentals. Five
or lii.30 per cent of the pupils scored within the class-interval containing
the mean, 10 or 28.60 per cent scored above the mean and 20 or 57.20 per
cent scored above the class-interval containing the mean. When compared
with the national sample Grotap A placed at the 30th percentile.
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TABLE 16
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS
OF FOURTH C21ADE PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTAIB)
Group A Group B
Scores Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
3h - 36 2 5.72
31 - 33 3 8.58 1 2.86
28 - 30 2 5.72 1 2.86
25 - 27 1 2.86 2 5.72
22 - 2k 2 5.72 7 20.02
19 - 21 5 IU.30 6 17.16
16 - 18 7 20.02 U u.Ult
13 - 15 6 17.16 u II.I1U
10 - 12 2 5.72 5 14.30
7 - 9 3 8.58 U ll.i4t
h - 6 2 5.72 1 2,86
N 35 100.10 35 100.10
M = 19.21 M 17.92
Md = 17.43 Md 18.12
S.D, “ 7.71 S.D. ■ 6.67
SEm “ 1.83 SEia “ 1.15
Grade Placement = k*2 drade Placement *» ii.,0
Fig. ^.“Frequency polygon of scores obtained by two groups of fourthgrade pupils on the California Test of Achievement (Arithmetic Fundamentals)
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As manifested by the data Group B scores ranged from 1; to 33* This
range in scores indicated a grade placement of 2*7 to The mean score
of 17*92 indicated a grade placement equivalent to U*!* Seventeen or ii8.62
per cent of the pupils scored from li«0 to 1^,9, Five pupils or 1U«30 per
cent scored between 2.7 and 3,2 grade levels. The subjects of Group B as
disclosed by this data fell months below the grade placement of the norm.
Five or U*,30 per cent of the subjects scored within the class intei*val
containing the mean, 10 or 28,60 per cent scored above the mean and 20 or
57,20 per cent fell below the class interval containing the mean. Group B
fell at the 10 percentile when conqpared with the normative group.
Comparative Data and Significant Differences.—^As indicated in Table
16, the mean score for the pupils of Group A was 19,21 for Group B it is
17,92, with a difference of 1,29 in favor of Ch*oup A, The standard devia¬
tion of Group A is 7*71 and for Group B it was 6,67j the standard error of
the mean for Group A is I.83, for Group B it was 1,15. The standard error
of the difference between the two means is 1,76.
TABLE 17
COMPARISON OF DATA OBTAINED BT TWO GROUPS OF POUHTH C31ADE PUPILS
ON THE CAnFORNiA TEST (ARITHMETIC FUNDAMENTALS)
The "t" for these data was •73> which is not significant because it
was less than 2*00 at the five per cent level of confidence, with 66 degrees
of freedom. Therefore, the difference between Group A and Group B pupils
on the Arithmetic Fundamentals Con^onent of the California Achievement Test
was not statistically significant.
Performances of Subjects on Total Arithmetic.—The data as revealed
by Table 18 and Figure 10 the Total Arithmetic Test scores of Group A range
from a low of 10 to a high of 6U. This indicated a range in grade placement
of 2*7 to 6,1. Twelve of the subjects of Group A indicated a score of U*5
to 6,1 which was 1.6 above the grade norm. The mean score was 35*10 and re¬
vealed that the Group A was at the ii.l grade level. According to this data
the subjects as a group were retarded by months. Three of 6,58 per cent
of the pupils scored within the class Interval containing the mean, 12 or
3it*32 per cent scored above the class interval containing the mean, 20 or
57.20 per cent scored below the class interval containing the mean. When
compared with the standardized san^le Group A fell at the 20th percentile.
The data for Group B indicated a range in scores from 2lj. to 5U* Ibe
grade placement for this range in scores was item 3.5 and 5.5* Twenty or
57.20 per cent of the subjects obtained scores of 30 to h9> the equivalent
grade placement of 3.9 to 5*2. The mean score of iA*08 revealed a grade
level of This data disclosed the subjects of Group B were achieving
1 month below the norm. Five or m.20 per cent scored within the class con¬
taining the mean, 17 or i;8.62 per cent scored above the mean, and I3 or
37.18 per cent scored below the class interval containing the mean. Group
B placed at the l;0th percentile when con^ared with the national norm.
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TABLE 18
FEIEQUENCI DISTRIBUTIONS AND BASIC STATISTICS FROM TWO ®OUPS OF
FOURTH GEIADE PUPIIS PERFORMANCES ON THE CALTFORNIA
TEST OF ACHIEVEMENT (TOTAL ARITHMETIC)
Group A Group B
Scores Frequency Per Cent Frequency Per Cent
60 - 6U 2 5.72 ■
55 - 59 3 8.58 3 8.58
50 - 514 2 5.72 3 8.58
U5 - 149 2 5.72 8 22.88
ho - I4I4 3 8.58 3 8.58
35 - 39 3 8.58 5 II4.3O
30 - 3I4 7 20.02 k II.I4I4
25 - 29 6 17.16 5 II4.3O
20 - 214 2 5.72 I4 II.I4I4
15 - 19 2 5.72
10 - II4 3 8.58
N 35 100.10 35 100.10
M 35.10 M - 38.95
Md - 32 Md - 39.50
S.D. ■ 13.90 S.D.“ 11.22
SEm - 2.39 SEm « 1.92





Fig, 10,—Frequency polygon of scores made by two groups
of fourth grade pupils on the California Test of Achievement
(Total Arithmetic),
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Con^arative Data and Sigiiiflcant Differences ♦—As shewn in Table 19,
the mean score for group A was 35•lO and 3*^5 for Group B with a difference
in means of 3*75 in favor of Group B« The standard deviation for Group A
was 13*90 and for (h?oup B 11*22} the standard error for Group: A is 2*39 and
for Group B it is 1*92. The standard errOT of the difference between the
two means was 3*07*
TABLE 19
COMPARISON OF RAN SCORES DERIVED FROM TOO GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE
PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(TOTAL ARITHMETIC)
Group Mean S.D. SEm SQn2^-m2 V«2 t«t'«
A 35*10 13*90 2*39
3*07 3*75 1*22
B 3».85 11*22 1*92
The "t" for these data was 1*22 which is nat significant because it
was less than 2*00 required at the five p^ cent level of confidence with
68 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between Group A and Group
B on the Total Arithmetic Component of the California Test of Achievement
was not statistically significant.
Performances of Subjects on Spelling.—As indicated in Table 20 and
and Figure 11, the spelling test scores of Group A revealed a range in scores
of 1 to 22. This range points out a grade placement of 1*9} three subjects
revealed a grade placement of 7*li* The mean score of 9*50 indicated a grade
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level equivalent to U*3» As disclosed by this data Group A was retarded
to the extent of 2 months. Five or II+.30 per cent of the pupils scored
within the class interval containing the mean, I3 or 37*18 per cent scored
above the mean and 17 or li8.62 per cent obtained scores below the class in¬
terval containing the mean. Group A placed at the l|.Oth percentile when
compared with the national sample.
TABLE 20
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS DERIVED FROM TWO CROUPS
OF FOURTH CRADE PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (SPELLING)
Group A Group B
Scares Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
21 - 22 3 8.58 1 2.86
19 - 20 1 2.86 2 5.72
17 - 18 1 2.86 k 11.44
15-16 3 8.58 1 2.86
13 - lii 1 2.86 1 2.86
11-12 U lL.Uh 7 20.02
9-10 5 14.30 h II.I44
7-8 6 17.16 3 8.58
5-6 1 2.86 1 2.86
3 - U 6 17.16 11 31.46
1-2 k ll.li4
N 35 100.10 35 100.10
M 9.50 M 10.84
Md - 8.7 Md - 9.75
S.D. - 6 S.D. - 8.18
SEm = 1.03 SEm “ 1.41
Grade Placement • k»3 Grade Placement ■ it.b
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Fig. 11.--Frequency polygon of scores obtained by two
groups of fourth grade subjects on the California Test of
Achievement (Spelling).
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The subjects of Group B as disclosed by the data obtained scores rang¬
ing from 3 to 22. This indicates a range in grade placements of 2.1; to 7«U»
Eleven or 31*U6 per cent of the subjects indicated a grade placement of 2.7.
Two-thirds of the subjects revealed scores equivalent of i;.6 to 7*1; grade
placement. The mean score of 10.bU indicated for these subjects a grade
placement of i;»6. As manifested by this data these subjects were 1 month
above the norm of expectancy. Group B fell at the 50th percentile when com¬
pared with the normative group. Four or ll.lU; per cent of the pupils scored
within the class intei*val containing the mean, 16 or 1;5«76 per cent scored
above the mean and 15 or 1;2.90 per cent scored below the class interval con¬
taining the mean.
Comparative Data and Significant Difference.—As indicated in Table
21, the mean score of Group A pupils performances was 9*50 and 10.81; for
Group B with a difference of I.3I; in favor of the pupils from Group B. The
standard error of the mean for Group A was I.03 and l.l;! for Group B. The
standard error of the difference between the two means was 1.72.
TABLE 21
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES DERIVED FROM TWO CEOUPS OF FOURTH GRADE
PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON THE CAIIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(SPELLING)
Group Mean S.D. SEkn SEiftji^-mg V”2 '•t"
A 9.50 6 1.03
1.72 I.3I1 .78
B 10.81; 8.18 1.1;
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The "t” for these data was .78 which was not significant because it
was less than the 2.CX) at the five per cent level of confidence witjh 68
degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the pupils of Group
A and the pupils of Cbroup B on the spelling con^onent of the California Test
of Achievement was not statistically significant.
Performances of Subjects on Mechanics of English.—As indicated by the
data in Table 22 and Figure 12 the English test scores of Group A ranged
from a low of 10 to a high of This indicated a range in grade placement
/
of 1.7 to 6.7. Four of the subjects scored above the grade norm. Two-thirds
of the subjects scored from 20 to 39 indicating a grade placement of 3,0 to
li.O. Grcup A as verified by the data achieved an average grade placement
of 3»7» According to this data Group A was retarded in the mechanics of
English by 8 months. Thirteen or 37«18 per cent of the subjects obtained
scores above the class interval containing the mean, six subjects or 17.16
per cent fell within the class inteinral containing the mean and 16 siibjects
or kS»7i> per cent fell belcw the class interval containing the mean. The
national sainple exceeded Group A by 80 per cent.
The data for Group B indicated a range in scores of 5 to 81;. The grade
placement for this data ranged from 1.9 to 7*5• One subject obtained a
score of 5 the equivalent of 1,9 grade level and one subject had a score of
8,14. which is equivalent to a grade placement of 7.5» Gb:oup B revealed a
mean score of 38,05 indicating a grade placement of It.O, The subjects of
Group B as veid.fied by the data were achieving 5 months below the grade norm.
These obtained data indicated that the performances of the subjects were
wide in dispersion. Five or lU.30 per cent of the subjects scored within
the class interval containing the mean, 16 or l4.5«76 per cent scored above
the class interval containing the mean and lit. or UO.OU per cent scored below
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TABLE 22
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND B&SIG STATISTICS DERIVED FROM TWO OROUPS
OF FOURTH (mADE PUPILS PERTORI-IANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST
OF ACHIEVEMENT (ENGLISH)
Group A Group B
Scores Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
80 - 8U 1 2.86
75 - 79 1 2.86
70 - 7it 2 5.72 0 0.00
65 - 69 0 0,00 1 2.86
60 - 6U 0 0.00 0 0.00
55 - 59 1 2.86 1 2.86
50 - $k 1 2.86 2 5.72
li5 - k9 3 8.58 3 8.58
I40 - uu 1 2.86 5 li*.30
35 - 39 5 11*.30 5 li*.30
30 - 3I4 6 17.16 6 17.16
25 - 29 7 20.02 h 11.10;
20 - 21* 7 20.02 3 8.58
15 - 19 1 2.86 1 2.86
10 - lU 1 2.86 0 0.00
5-9 1 2.86
N » 35 100.10 35 100.00
M « 33.05 S.D. - llt.OO M « 38.90 S.D. = 15.39
m - 31.58 SEra » 2.U1 Md = 36.3O SEta = 2.65
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Fig, 12,—Frequency polygon of scores made by two groups of fourth
grade pupils on the California Test of Achievement (English),
the class interval containing the mean* Compared with the normative group
these subjects placed at the 30th percentile.
Comparative Data and Significant Differences.—As indicated in Table
23f the mean score for Group A pupils performance was 33*05 and 3^*9^
Group B with a difference of 5*85 in favor of Gtoup B. The standard error
of the mean for Group A was 2mlil and 2.65 for Ch*oup B, the standard error
of the difference between the two means was 3*56. The standard deviation
for Group A was 11+ and Group B it was 15*39.
TABLE 23
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES DERIVED PROM TIVO GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE
PUPII5 PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA ACHEEVEMENT TEST
(ENGLISH)
(hrade Mean S.D. SEm SEm^-m^ »t“
A 33*05 li+ 2.U1
5*85 3*56 1*61+
B 3^*90 15.39 2.65
The ”t” for these data was 1.61+ which was not significant because it
was less than 2.00 at the five per cent level of confidence with 68 degrees
of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the pupils from Group A and
the pupils from Group B on the English Component of the California Achieve¬
ment Test was not statistically signilicant.
Performances of Subjects on Total Language.—The data as revealed by
Table 2l+ and Figure 3I the total language test scores of Group A range from
a low of 20 to a high of 99. This indicated a range in grade placement of
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TABLE 2h
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS
OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA
ACHIEVEMENT TEST (TOTAL lANGUAGE)
Group A Group B
Scores Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
100 - IDk 1 2.86
95 - 99 1 2.86 0 0.00
90 - 9U 1 2.86 1 2.86
85 - 89 0 0.00 0 0.00
80 - 81; 1 2.86 0 0.00
75 - 79 0 0.00 1 2.86
70 - 71; 0 0.00 2 5.72
65 - 69 1 2.86 2 5.72
60 - 61; 1 2.86 2 5.72
55 - 59 2 5.72 1 2.86
50 - 51; h n.ltl; 3 8.58
U5 - 1;9 0 0.00 3 8.58
itO - hh 5 ll;.30 7 20.02
35 - 39 7 20.02 2 5.72
30 - 3h 3 8.58 7 20.02
25 - 29 6 17.16 1 2.86
20 - 21; 3 8.58 2 5.72
N m 35 100.10 35 100.10
M 1;3.80 M 51;.20
Md - 37.90 Md •= la.l;5
S.D. » 18.50 S.D. - 17.55
SEm ■ 3.18 SEm “ 3.25
Grade Placement ■ 3.9 Grade Placement '
2.7 to 7*0. Seven subjects indicated a score of U*5 to 7*0. Nine subjects
revealed scores equivalent to a grade placement of 2.7 to 3«2* The mean
score of 1^3*80 indicated a score of 3*9 for Group A. According to this data
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Fig* 13*—Frequeiwy polygon of scores made by two groups of fourth
grade subjects on the California Test of Achievement (Total Language)*
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scored within the class interval containing the mean, 11 or 31.146 per cent
scored above the class interval containing the mean and 19 or $h»3h per
cent scored below the class interval containing the mean. As con^pared with
the standardized group these subjects placed at the 20th percentile.
The subjects of Group B obtained scores ranging from 2k to lOl;. This
indicated a range in grade placement of 2,7 to 7*3. Nine or 25•7i; per cent
of the subjects indicated a grade placement of U,5 to 7*3• Ten subjects
revealed scores equivalent to a grade placement of 2.9 to 3*9. The mean
score of h5»20 was equivalent to a grade placement of k»0 for Group B. As
disclosed by this data Group B was 5 months below the norm of expectancy.
Ten subjects or 28,60 per cent scored above the class interval containing
the mean, 22 subjects or 62,92 per cent fell below the class interval con¬
taining the mean and three or 8,58 per cent of the pupils scored within the
class interval containing the mean. Group B ranked at the 30^11 percentile
when cougared with the normative group,
CoBg?arative Data and Significant Differences.—As shown in Table 25*
the mean score of Group A is li3*80 and the mean score of Group B is U5.20,
There is a difference in the means of 1,U0 in favor of Group A, The stan¬
dard error of the mean for the subjects of Group A is 3‘IS and that of
TABLE 25
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES DEEIIVED FROM TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE
PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(TOTAL LANGUAGE)
Group Mean S,D. SEm M1-M2 SEm^^ -m2
A U3.8O 18.50 3.18
1.1;0 U.27 .33
B 15.20 17.55 3.25
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Group B is 3.25* The standard error of the difference between the means
is lt.27.
The '’t” score for these data was *33 which was not significant because
it was less than 2.00 at the five per cent level of confidence with 68 de¬
grees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between the pupils from Group
A and the pupils from Group B on the total language conponent was not sta¬
tistically significant.
Performances of Subjects on Total Achievement.—As revealed by the
data in Table 26 and Figure Ih the total achievement test scores of Group
A range from 50 to 2k9» This range in scores revealed grade placements of
1,7 to 6.2. Eight of the subjects revealed scores equivalent to a grade
placement of 5*2 to 6,2 which was ,7 to 1,7 above the grade level norm of
expectancy. Two-thirds of the pupils obtained scores eqxiivalent to grade
a placement of 2,0 to U«l. The mean score was 120,20 revealing a grade
placement for Group A of U.l, According to this data the s\ibjects of Group
A were achieving I4. months below the norm of expectancy. Eleven individtiails
or 3i-«U6 per cent scored above the class interval containing the mean, one
or 2,86 per cent scored within the class interval containing the mean, and
23 siibjects or 75*78 per cent fell below the mean. When measTired with the
national san^le Group A placed at the 20th percentile.
The data for Group B indicated a range in scores of 69 to 21^9, The
grade placement for this data ranged from 2,0 to 6,2, Nine or 25*714 per
cent of the subjects scored above the norm by ,7 to 1,7 grade levels. Two-
thii^s of the subjects of Group B obtained scores equivalent to a grade
placement of 2,6 to U*3* The mean score of 129,10 revealed a grade placement
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TABLE 26
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTIONS AND BASIC STATISTICS FROM TWO GROUPS OF
FOURTH CHIADE PUPIIS PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA
TEST OF ACHIEVEMENT (TOTAL ACHIEVEMENT)
Group A Group B
Scores Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
2I4O - 2h9 1 2.86 1 2.86
230 - 239 0 0.00 0 0.00
220 - 229 0 0.00 0 0.00
210 - 219 0 0.00 1 2.86
200 - 209 2 5.72 0 0.00
190 - 199 0 0.00 1 2.86
180 - 189 1 2.86 3 8.58
170 - 179 0 0.00 2 5.72
160 - 169 h 11.14i
■
1 2.86
150 - 159 0 0.00 0 0.00
U+0 - Ui9 1 2.86 2 5.72
130 - 139 2 5.72 3 8.58
120 - 129 1 2.86 6 17.16
110-119 5 IU.30 3 8.58
100-109 3 8.58 2 5.72
90-99 1 2.86 3 8.58
80-89 2 5.72 2 5.72
70 - 79 6 17.16 3 8.58
60-69 U ll.Uli 2 5.72
50-59 2 5.72
N ^ 35 100.10 35 100.10
M - 120.20 M 129.10
Md - 117.83 Md - 123.66
S.D.- iiO.69 S.D. « U3.50
SEm “ 7.01 SEm ■ 7.50
Grade Placement •» it.l Grade Placement = li,3
Fig. III.—Frequency polygon of scores made by two groups of fourth
grade pupils on the California Test of Achievement (Total Achievement).
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of U*3 for Group B. This data showed that Group B was retarded to the ex¬
tent of 2 months below the norm of ejqpectancy. Six of 17.16 per cent of
the subjects scored within the class interval containing the mean^ lU or
i;0,0li per cent of the subjects scored above the mean and 1$ or ij.2*90 per
cent fell below the class interval containing the mean. When conqpared with
the standardized group the subjects of Group B placed at the 30*^^ percentile.
Comparative Data and Significant Differences.—As shown in Table 27
the mean score for Group A was 120.20 and the mean score for Group B is 129.20
and the mean score for Group B is 129.20. There is a difference in the means
of 9.10 in favor of the subjects of Group A. The standard error of the mean
TABLE 27
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE
PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON CALIPORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST
(TOTAL ACHIEVEMENT)
for Group A is 7.01 and for Group B is 7.50. The standard error of the dif¬
ference between the means is 10.83. The standard deviation of Group A is
14.0.69 and of Group B it is 143*50. These obtained statistics indicated these
subjects were wide dispersion.
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The "t” for these data was .SU which was not significant because it
was below the 2.00 required at the five per cent level of confidence with
68 degrees of freedom. Therefore, the difference between Group A and Group
B on the Total Achievement Component of the California Test of Achievement
was not statistically significant. Even though there was no statistically
significant difference in total achievement, the pupils performances of
Group B were consistently higher than those of Group A.
Performances of Subjects on Social Adjustment.—The data in Table 28
and Figure 15 revealed that 13 of the scores of Group A ranged between 59
and 70 which places them in the percentile rank of i|0 to 60. Twenty-two
or 62.92 per cent of the subjects revealed scores of 58 to 37 indicating a
percentile rank of 30 to 5» The highest score of Group A, 69, is equivalent
to the 60th percentile and the lowest score 37> is equivalent to the 5th
percentile. Three subjects placed at the 60th percentile on Social Standards,
two-thirds of the subjects obtained scores of 8 to 11 which placed them from
the 20th to 50th percentile. Ten subjects scored at the 50th percentile on
Social Skills and sixteen or 1^5*76 per cent of the subjects received scores
equivalent to the 30th and UOth percentile. On anti-social tendencies one
subject obtained a score equivalent to 50th percentile rank. Nineteen or
5U«3li per cent of the subjects placed from the 20th to UOth percentile on
Family Relations.
Group 3 revealed scores that range fr<HB 21 to 69. This range was
equivalent to the 1st to 60th percentile. Three scores of Group B are above
60 which places them in the percentile rank of 50 to 60. The data shows
that 15 or ii2.90 per cent of the scores of Group B were below 1^8 which placed
them in the 1st to 10th percentile rank. The highest score of Group B, 69,
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TABLE 28
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS
OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS PERFC»MANGES ON THE CALIFORNIA
TEST OF PERSCaJAHTY (SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT)
Group A Group B
Scores Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
65 - 69 2 5.72 1 2.86
61 - 6U 3 8.58 2 5.72
57-60 8 22.88 6 17.16
53 - 56 7 20.02 5 lli.30
U9 - 52 7 20.02 6 17.16
- U8 k ll.itii 7 20.02
Ul - la* 3 8.58 3 8.58
37 - UO 1 2.86 0 0.00
33 - 36 3 8.58
29 - 32 1 2.86
25 - 28 0 0.00
21 - 2h 1 2.86
M 35 100.10 35 100.10
M 53.08 M h9»3h
Md. “ 5U.1+2 Md. - 50.61*
S,D. ■ 5.68 S.D. - 9.56
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Fig. 15 .--Frequency polygon of scores made by two
groups of fourth grade pupils on the California Test of
Personality (Social Adjustment).
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Is equivalent to the percentile and the lowest score 21 is equivalent to
the 1st percentile rank* Three sub;)ects placed at the 50th percentile on
social standards and two-thirds of the subjects obtained scores of 7 to 10
which placed them between the 10th and l^Oth percentile* Eight subjects
scored at the 50th percentile and 12 or 31**32 per cent received scores equi¬
valent to the 30th and l+Oth percentiles on social skills* Twenty-four or
68*6i* per cent placed between 20th and i*Oth percentile rank on anti- social
tendencies* Fifteen or 1*2*90 per cent obtained scores equivalent to the
20th to l*0th percentile on family relations* Group when compared to the
national norm placed at the 20th percentile Indicating Inadequate adjustment
on the component of social adjustment*
Comparative Data and Significant Differences *—As shown in Table 29
the mean score for Group A was 53*08 which is equivalent to the peaxentile
rank of 20* Group B revealed a mean score of l*?*3l* which is equivalent to
the 20th percentile* The standard difference between means was 3*71* in
favor of Group A* Tlw standard deviation for Group A was 5*68 and for Group
B it was 9*56* The standard error of the mean for Group A was *98 and of
TABLE 29
COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES FROM TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS
PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY
(SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT)
Groups Mean S*D* SEm SBn^-mg V“2
A 53*08 5*68 .98
1*91 3*71* 1*96
B l*9*3li 9*56 1.65
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Group B it was 1.65. The standard error of the difference between the two
means was 1.91*
The "t” for these data was 1.96 which was not significant because it
was less than 2.00 required at the five per cent level of confidence with
68 degrees of freedcmi. Therefore, the difference between Group A and Group
B on the Component of Social Adjustment was not statistically significant.
Even though there was no significant difference found, ^oup A and
Group B ii^cate inadequate adjustment on social adjustment.
Performances of Subjects on Personal Adjustment.—-The data in Table
30 and Figure 16 indicates a range in scores of 25 to 69. This range is
eqxiivalent to 1st to 60th percentile, indicating a wide range in personal
adjusimient. The highest socre 69, as obtained ly one subject is equivalent
to the 60th percentile. The lowest score obtained by one subject is equiva¬
lent to the 1st percentile. Six of the scores of Group A are above
which places them in the percentile rank of 30 to 60. Fifteen or 1*2.90 per
cent of the scores were below it.8 which places them in the 1st to 10th per¬
centile rank. The subjects placed at the 20th percentile on sense of per¬
sonal wo3rth and at the 10th percentile on self-reliance. Twenty-four for
68.61* per cent placed between the 10th to l*0th percentile rank on personal
ft'eedom. Sixteen or 1*5•Th per cent revealed signs of withdrawing tendencies
by indicating a percentile ranks of 1 to 20. Nineteen or 51**31* per cent or
the subjects fell between the 1st and 10th percentile on Nervous Symptoms.
The mean score of 1*5.68 for personal adjustment was equal to a percentile
rank of 10. Five or ll*.30 per cent of the pupils scored within the class
interval containing the mean, 15 or 1*2.90 above the class interval con¬
taining the mean and l5 or 1*2.90 per cent fell below the class interval
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TABLE 30
FREQUENCY DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS DERIVED FRCM TWO GROUPS
OF FOURTH (BADE PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST
OF PERSONALITY (PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT)
Group A Group B
Scores Frequency Percent Frequencgr Percent
65 - 69 1 2,86
61 - 6k 0 0.00
57 - 60 1 2.86 2 5.72
53 - 56 ii.ai* 3 8.58
U9 - 52 9 25.7U 5 llt.30
hS - U8 5 llt.30 8 22.88
Ul - Ui 7 20.02 6 17.16
37 - UO 6 17.16 6 17.16
33 - 36 0 0.00 2 5.72
29 - 32 1 2.86 3 8.58
25 - 28 1 2.86
•
N - 35 100.10 35 100.10
M li5.68 M kklik
Md « 1^7.00 Md - k2.22
S.D. ■ 7.76 S.D. - 7.U0
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Fig# 16.—Frequency polygon of scores made by two groups
offfourth grade pupils on the California Test of Personality
(Personal Adjustment),
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containing the mean. When compared with the standardized group the subjects
of Group A fell at the 10th percentile.
Group B indicated a range in scores of 32 to 60 which is equivalent
to a percentile rank of 2 to kO, This range revealed a wide range in be¬
havior patterns on the coii5>anent of personal adjustment. The highest score
tOf obtained by ten subjects is equivalent to the iiOth percentile. The
lowest score obtained by three subjects placed them at the 2nd percentile.
Five of the scores of Group B are above 5U which places them in the per¬
centile rank of 30 to 60, Two-thirds of the scores fell below U8 which
put them between the 1st and 10th percentile rank. The subjects placed at
the 10th percentile on self-reliance. Twenty-six or 71*50 per cent placed
between 10th to UOth percentile rank on personal freedom. Twenty or 57*20
per cent revealed a percentile rank of 1 to 20 on Withdrawing Tendencies*
The subjects placed at 10th percentile on the item of personal worth. The
mean score of UU*3U for Group B was equivalent to the 10th percentile. Six
or 17*16 per cent of the pupils scored within the class interval containing
the mean, I8 or 5l*ii8 per cent of the subjects scored above the clas intearval
containing the mean, and 11 or 31*U5 per cent scored belcw the class interval
containing the mean. Group B placed at the 10th percentile when con^ared
with the national sample.
Coitg>arative Data and Significant Differences .—As shown in Table 3I,
the mein score for Group A was 1;5*68, which is equivalent to a percentile
rank of 10. Group B revealed a mean score of i|i^.3U placing these subjects
at 10th percentile. The standard difference between means was 1*31; in
favor of Group A. The standard deviation for Group A was 7*76 and for
Group B it was 7*70, The standard error of the mean A was 1,39 and of
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TABLE 31
COMPAEISON OF RAW SCORES FROM OWO CECHJPS OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS
PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY
(PERSONAL ADJUSTMENT)
Garaup B it was 1.28, The standard error of the difference between the two
means was l.dU,
The "t" for these data was .73 which was not significant because it
was less than 2.00 as required for the five per cent level of confidence
with 68 degrees of freedan. Therefore, the differences between Group A and
Group B on the Ccraponent of Persojjal Adjustment was not statistically sig¬
nificant.
Although no significant difference was revealed Group A and Group B
manifested inadequate adjustment on personal adjustment cco^onent.
Performances of Subjects on Total Adjustment.—The data in Table 32
and Figure 17 reveal that 7 of the scores of Group A are above 110 which
places them in the percentile rank of 30 ^o 50. Fourteen of the scores are
between 109 and 99 indicating a percentile rank of 20 to 30 and U; of the
scores are below 98 placing them below the 10th percentile. The highest
score of {k*oup A, 129, is equivalent to 50th percentile. The lowest score
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TABLE 32
FElEQUENCr DISTRIBUTION AND BASIC STATISTICS DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS
OF FOURTH CSIADE PUPILS PERFORMANCES ON THE CAnFQRNiA TEST
OF PERSONAHTT (TOTAL ADJUSTMENT)
Group A Group B
Scores Frequency Percent Frequency Percent
125 - 129 1 2.86
120 - 12lt 1 2.86 1 2.86
115 - 119 0 0.00 2 5.72
110 - lUi 5 11;.30 1; 11.10;
105 - 109 h 11.10; 5 ll;.30
100 - lOi; 6 17.16 3 8.58
95-99 h 11.10; 6 17.16
90 - 9U 9 25.71; 2 5.72
85 - 89 3 8.58 2 5.72
80-81; 2 5.72 3 8.58
75 - 79 2 5.72
70 - 71; 3 8.58
65 - 69 1 2.86
60-61; 1 2.86
N 35 100.10 35 100.10
M 99.00 M - 95.52
Md 96.1;6 Md - 97.33
S.D. - 8.81; S.D. - U;.90
SQn ■ 1.52 SEm » 2.59
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Fig. 17.—Frequency polygon of scores made by two groups offourth grade pupils on the California Test of Personality (TotalAdjustment),
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of 80 is equivalent to the 5th percentile. The mean score of obtained
by Cb:oup A is equivalent to the 20th percentile. Four or ll^iUi. per cent
of the subjects scored vithin the class interval containing the mean, 17
or I4.8.62 per cent scored above the class interval containing the mean and
II4. or i^O.OU per cent scored below the class inteznral containing the mean,
(h-oup A placed at the ^th percentile when measured with the normative
group.
The subjects of Group B obtained scores revealing a range from 60 to
12li. Seven of the scores are above 110 which places them in the percentile
rank of 30 "to 50. Fourteen of the scores are between 109 and 99 indicating
a percentile rank of 20 to 30 and ll; of the scores are between 98 and 60
indicating a range from 10th to 2nd percentile. The highest score of Group
B, 12i|., is equivalent to liOth percentile. The lowest score of 60 is equiva¬
lent to the 2nd percentile. The mean score of 95*52 is equivalent to the
10th percentile. Six or 17*16 per cent of the subjects scored above the
class interval containing the mean and ll; or U0*0l4. per cent scored below
the class interval containing the mean centred with the national norm Group
B placed at the 10th percentile*
Coitg)arative Data and Significant Differences.—As shown in Table 33
the mean score of Group A was 99*00 which places Group A at the 20th per¬
centile. Group B revealed a mean score of 95*52 which is equivalent to the
10th percentile. The standard difference between means was 3.1^8 in favor
of Group A. The standard deviation for Group A was 8,8U and ll+*90 for Group
B.
The standard error of the mean for Group A was 1.52, for Group B it




COMPARISON OF RAW SCORES FROM TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH (21ADE PUPILS
PERFORMANCES ON THE CALIFORNIA TEST OF PERSONALITY
(TOTAL ADJUSTMENT)
The for these data was 1.25 which was not significant because it
was below the 2.00 as required at the five per cent level of confidence with
68 degrees of ffeedom. Therefore, the differences between Group A and Group
B on the Total Adjustment Component of the California Test of Personality
was not statistically significant.
CHAPTER III
SOMMAHT, OONCLUSICK, IMPLICATIONS AND IECOMMENDATIONS
IjfttrodtLctoiy Statenient»»«This study has been concerned vlth the
analysis aid Inteipx^tation of the data oa the perfozeiance levels of two
equivalent groups of fourth grade pv^lls*
More specifically, this study has sought to determine to vl&t extent
these groups manifested slgalUcant differences In achievement and person¬
ality*
Problem and ^iJiodologr*—Teachers generally agree that the most
effective learning Is accomplished when the Instructional level of the
child has been geared to that level* This means that the teacber must
acquire some valid measure of the child's previous learnings*
Research has shown that the most valid method of measuring the
abilities and achievement of the learner Is the standardized instruments
used for measuring mental maturity, achievement and personality*
It has been found that the results from standardized tests may be
validly used as a basis for identifying areas of sti^gths and weaknesses
in the teaching-learning situation*
The problem Involved in this study was to determine if there were
significant differences in the academic achievement and personality be¬
tween two equivalent groips, measured on intelligence, of fourth graders
who had been pe imanently enrolled in an elementary school and those who
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had previously attended a pzlmary school*
The specific purposes of this research are as fbllows:
1* To determine the significant difference, if any, between two
equivalent groups, when matched on intelligence, of fourth
grade ptQ>lls in sdiooL achievement as measured by the Calif¬
ornia Achievement Test*
2* To determine the sigilficant dlfferaices, if any, between two
equivalent grotps, when matched on intelligence, of fourth
grade pupils in perscnality behavior as measured by the Cal¬
ifornia Test of Personality*
3* To formulate whatever educational is^lications in terms of
in^roved instruction which may be derived from ihe analysis
and interpretation of data*
The pv^ils entering the elementary school from the primary school
were grovped together for their fourth grade work* These thirty-five
ptplls along with eighty-eight fourth graders of the elementary school
were given -Uie California Test of Ifental Maturity* A pupil, previously en¬
rolled in the primary school was matched on I* Q's wiUi a pupil from the
elementary school*
After the selection of the two groups, the California Achievemait
and Personality Tests were administered* From these tests the raw scores
were analyzed and interpreted with the proper tables and figures* More
specifically, the procedure included these steps:
1* The related literature pertinent to this problem was reviewed
summarized and presented*
2* Permission, together will cooperation to conduct this research.
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was secured from tbs proper authozltles*
3* The subjects were orientated to the nature and scope of the
tests*
ll.« The Callfoznia Test of Mental Maturity was administered and
the two equlvalait groups estabUsbed*
5* The California Achievement and the CsQ.lfomla Personall'ty
Tests were administered to the two groups.
6* The data was anal^^ed^ Intezpreted and assembled in the thesis
with the appropriate tables and figures.
7* The statistical analysis and intezpretations were conpubedt
Mean^ ^dian. Standard CeviatiDny Standard Error of the Mean^
Standard Error of the Difference between the Two ^ans and
Fisher's "t."
8. The findings, conclusions, l]l^>llcatlons and recommendations
are presented in Chapter three of the present study*
Summary of Related Literature.~The review of the literature re-
2ated to the problem inherent In this study has been condensdd into a
generalized summary, iiAilch characterize the consensus of opinion and re¬
search by various authorities on intelligence, achievaaent and personality*
One of the frequent problems arising in the analysis of intelligence
is whether It Is a general factor or a series of specific factors inde¬
pendent of one another* According to some authorities, the concept of
general intelligence Is too broad to be of much practical value, others
believe individuals possess intelligence in so far as he has learned, or
can learn to adjust himself to his environment*
The part that heredity and environment plan in intelligence has
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brought about Biany vazious ccnceptions* Some studies shov that differences
in environments had varying effects upon the constancy of the !• Q's that
is vithln certain limits* Still there are authorities who hold that the
process of education cannot change the fundamental protoplasm of the indi<-
vidual* Although there is no unanimity among p^ehologists regardint the
theory of intelligence, there is substantial agreement that what existing
tests attempt to neasure is the innate capacity to learn* There is also
a trend emphasizing the concept of adaptibiUty of the individual to new
and different situations*
The teachers first concern in working with her children should be
to determine their needs in terms of their achievement* In carefully
planned school programs, differences in achievement are recognized in all
areas* This means appropriate materials are obtained so that instruction
may be differentiated at all stages of the ptpll's level of achievement*
There is impressive evidence that achievement corresponds fairly close to
the success of children in their school programs* Many factors may enter
into the way that individuals achieve* Scmie of these may be factors such
as motivation, energy, health, emotional and social adjustmmit and the
general background of the individual*
The tern personality msy be described as the sum total of individual
characteristics and ways of behaving* The biologists agr^e that person¬
ality is affected by both heredity and environment* School environments
have definite roles in the conditioning of the personality development of
children, therefore mental health and personality bdravior should be major
objectives of educational programs* Every child strives to attain the best
possible adjustment within the range of his possibility* The child liio
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fails must find ways of reconciling these failures with the necessity of
maintaining his self-respect, unable to achieve he is forced to devise
some means of resisting and protecting his ego. It is important that he
recognizes the many things that he can do, and do well in spite of his
problems.
Research studies reveal that there is a significant difference be¬
tween personality and intelligence and between intelligence and achieve¬
ment, The degree to which an individual achieves in school appears to be
directly.related to scores on intelligence tests. However, other factors
which may influence this relationship must be considered.
Summary of Findings,—^The findings of this research are presented
in accordance with the piurpose of the study.
The performance of the subjects in reading comprehension revealed
a mean score of 21,95 for Group A and 24*95 for Group B. The "t" score
of 1.38 indicated no significant difference between the two groups at
the five per cent level of confidence with 68 degrees of freedom.
The findings showed the mean score to be 15.01 for Group A and
19.12 for Group B in Reading Vocabulary. The "t" score of 2.59 was
found to be statistically significant at the five per cent level of con¬
fidence with 63 degrees of freedom. This difference was in favor of
Group B,
In total reading the data revealed that Group A had a mean score
of 36,80 and Group B had a mean score of 43*05. The "t” score of 1,35
was not significant at the five per cent level of confidence with 68
degrees of freedom*
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Test results of the siibjects on arithmetic reasoning shoved a mean
score of 16*30 for Group A and 17*112 for Grovp B* A score of *59 in¬
dicated no statistically si^lflcant difference existed between the two
groups*
Tte performance of the subjects in arithmetic fundamentals revealed
a mean score of 19*21 for Grot^) A and 17*92 for Group B, The "t" score was
73 revealing no statistically significant difference existed between the
two groups*
The findings Indicated the mean score to be 3^*10 for Group A and
38*85 for (k’oup B in total arithmetic* The "t" score of 1,22 was not
statistically significant at the five per cent level of confidence with
68 degrees of freedom*
Test results for mechanics in English indicated a mean score of
33*05 lor Group A and 38*90 for Group B, The "t” score was 1*6U which was
not significant at the five per cent level of confidence >d.th 68 degrees
of freedom*
As show by the data Group A obtained a mean sooxe of 9*50 and
Group B a mean score of 8*70 on the conponent of spelling* The «t" score
of *78 was not statistically significant*
The performances of the subjects on total language revealed mean
scores of li3*80 aid 37*90 for Grop A and Group B respectively* The “t"
score oif *33 at the five per cent lerel with 68 degrees of freedom was
not statistic^ly significant*
Data yielded by the scores on Total Achievement revealed Group
B's mean was 129*10 and for Group A it was 120*10* The "t" 8C<»:*e was
•8U i^lch showed no significant difference existed at the five per cent
level of confidence with 68 degrees of freedom*
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On the conponeat of social adjustment Groiip A said Group B fell
at the 20th percentile* The mean score was 53*08 for GSroup A and U9*3U
for Group B« The "t" score for the data was 1*96 indicating thst no
significant difference existed at the five per cent level of confidence
with 68 degrees of freedom there existed no slgilficant difference*
For personsCL a($ustmenb the data indicated a mean scoze of 1|5*68
for Grorp A and kh»3h for Grovp B, Both groups fell at the 10th percentile*
The "t" score of *73 revealed that no statistically significant difference
existed on this component*
The findings indicated no significant difference existed between
the two groups in Total Adjustment* The subjects of Groi^ A obtained a
mean score of 99 which places them at the 20th percentile rank* Group B
fell at the 10th percentile* The "t” score of 1*25 revealed that the
differences between (hnup A and Grovp B was not statistically slgiiflcant*
Conclusions*—The data of this research warrant the conclusions
below* Each conclusion is a specific answer to the question ijiplled in the
purpose of the study*
1* There were no slgiiflcant differences between Grotp A and
Grotp B in scholastic achievement except on the canponent
of reading vocabulary* Since this difference favored Grorp
B one may conclude that the subjects of Chx>up B have a hi^er
level of achievement in reading vocabulary than Groip A*
2* There were no significait differences in personal adjustment,
social adjustment and total adjustment between Groip A and
Group B when measured by the California Test of Personality*
I
One may be safe in saying that subjects of Group A and Group
B were experiencing about the same level of personality
92
adjustzaoit*
3* From the analysis aid interpretation of the data one may
conclude that the following implications for improred in¬
struction are warranted:
3* 1 The data appear to warrant the inferaice that there
is a need for pipils engaging in rony educational
activities that would raise the level of achievement
in arithnetiC) reading and Englidti* Especially should
there be more emphasis i:pon reading vocabulary for
subjects of Qrovp A*
3» 2 As there was a d.ightly higher achievement of subjects
of Group B it might be implied that instructional
methodology might be significant*
3* 3 An efficient guidaice program is needed to assist in
bringing about a more satisfactory adjustment for the
individual piqpil*
3* U The inadequate persomlity adj ustment in both the social
and personal areas warrants the inference that the
school and community agencies are setting -ap stimulat¬
ing opportunities that are important factors in the
course of pupils' adjustment*
BecCTnmendations*—The specific reccmimenditions ^diich stem from
the careful analysis and interpretation of the data are stated below*
The pipils diould be provided with as many ejqoriences as possible
in order that they my inprove their e^qjerimental backgrotmds. Activities
such as field trips, excursions, demonstrations and plays might aid in
93
providing some of these experimces.
The teachars of the primaiy department of both sdiools involved
should vork togeth^ as a unified group* 1 group so developed could dis¬
cuss mutual problems, exchange ideas aid resource materials, and en^ge
themselves in research that would strengthen the instructional progiram*
Every effort should be made to adninister systematic instruction
in all areas of Ihe instructional pro gran, e^ecJally in reading* A
special analysis might be made of the poor performances of Groi^ A in
reading vocabulary* Analysis of errors is always a useful instructional
procedure•
A conmittee should be formed to develop or plan for guidance
programs within the schools involved in this research* Leadership is
essential to a well-developed pro gran* The principal, a ^ecially trained
person or a teacher msy be used* &>wever, it should be someone who has a
vision and a knowledge of child development and guidance*
A study should be made of the school environments as to the degree
that they mi^t effect personality developnenb of Ihe pi;pil8* This should
be a cooperative study between P* T* A/s’ Community agencies and school
officials *
Further study should be made as to the feasibility of establish¬
ing :^ecial classes for the subjects who scored relatively low on the
California Test of Mental Ability*
9U
TABLE 3h
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST PERFORMANCES OF TWO GROUPS
OF FOURTH GRADE PUPIIS ON THE CALIFORNIA ACHIEVEMENT TEST
Group A Group B
Areas Mean Median Sigma SEm Mean Median Sigma SEm ^-«2 S.E. ofMi-M2
Total Achievement 120.20 117.83 U0.69 7.01 129.10 123.66 1*3.50 7.50 9.10 10.83 .81*
Reading Total 36.80 31^.87 17.70 3.05 1*3.05 1*1*.00 15.80 2.70 6.25 l*.o5 1.55
Reading Coinprehension 21.95 21.75 10.80 1.86 21*.95 26.00 6.80 1.11 3.00 2.18 1.38
Reading Vocabtilary 15.01 ll;.75 7.U1 1.28 19.12 17.62 8.85 1.53 l*.ll 1.97 2.59
Arithmetic Reasoning 16.30 15.80 7.Uit i.ia 17.1*2 18.1*2 8.91 1.53 1.12 1.88 .59
Arithmetic Fundamentals 19*21 17.ii3 7.71 1.83 17.92 18.12 6.67 1.15 1.29 1.76 .73
Total Arithmetic 35.10 32 13.90 2.U0 38.85 39.50 11.22 1.89 3.75 3.07 1.22
Spelling 9.50 8.70 6.00 L1.03 10.81* 9.75 8.18 1.1*1 1.31* 1.72 .78
Mechnaics of Grammar 33.05 31.58 lU.OO 2.1*1 38.90 36.90 36.30 15.39 2.65 5.85 1.61*
Total Language U3.80 37.90 18.50 3.18 1*2.20 U.l*5 17.55 3.25 1*.27 1.1*0 .33
95
TABIE 35
SUMMARY OF DATA DERIVED FROM TWO GROUPS OF FOURTH GRADE PUPILS ‘ PERFORMANCES ON THE
CALIFORNIA TEST OF MENTAL MATURITY AND THE CALIFORNIA
TEST OF PERSONALITY
kiSSm
Group A Group B







Total Mental Factors» I.Q* 86 80 18.00 3.10 85 88 19.85 3.U2 U.93 1 . .20
Non-Language I.Q.'s 8U 86 15.80 2.72 86 88 16.55 2.85 3.72 2 .51(
Language !• Q.*s 95 91 IU.75 2.52 91 92 16.90 2.91 3.83 u 1.0k
California Test of PersonaiHty
Personal Adjustment U5.68 l^7.00 7.76 1.39 Wi.3U 1(2.22 7.U0 1.28 i.eit 1.3U .73
Social Adjustment 53.08 5U.U2 5.68 .98 U9.3U SO.6k 9.56 1.65 1.65 3.7U 1.96
Total Adjustment 99.00 96.U6 8.8U 1.52 95.52 97.33 ll(.90 2.59 2.79 3.U8 1.25
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Non-Language Section
(Language Section starts with Test 11 on page 12.)
DIRECTIONS: Listen carefully to the pairs of words that will be read to you. Later, the first
word of each pair will be repeated and you are to remember what word
went with it. Find a picture of this word and mark its number as you are told.
TEST 1
DIRECTIONS: Mark as you are told the letter, R, for each right hand or foot; mark the
letter, L, for each left bond or foot.
Samples C and D Correct Test Booklet Marks Correct Answer Sheet Marks
TEST 3
25 26 27 28 29
R L R L R L R L R L
Page 4
CTMM-E
STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS Test 3 Score(number ri9ht)
DIRECTIONS: In each row find the drawing that is a different view of the first drawing.
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Page 5
CTMM-E
STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Test 4 Score
(number right)
DIRECTIONS: In each row there is one picture that shows something which is the op¬
posite of the first picture. Find it, and mark its number as you are told.








STOP Test 5 Score(number right)
DIRECTIONS: The first three pictures in each row are alike in some way. Decide how
they are alike, and then find the one picture among the four to the right






DIRECTIONS: In each row the first picture is related to the second. Find the one
picture to the right of the second dotted line that goes with the third
picture in the some way and mark its number.
Page 8
CTMM-E
STOP Test 7 Score(number right).
DIRECTIONS: In each row of numbers below, there is one that does not belong. Find
the number that should be omitted from each row among the answer
numbers on the right, and mark its letter as you are told.
TEST 9
I. 2 4 6 8 9 10 12 14
a8 bg CIO 412 al4 - I
(105). 5 10 15 20 22 25 30
a5 blO CIS 4 20 0 22 _ 106
(106). 18 15 13 12 9 6 3
a 15 bl3 el2 4 9 03 _ 106
(107). 2 5 8 10 11 14 17
*5 b8 CIO 4 11 oiy _ 107
(108). 1 2 4 8 14 16 32
a2 00aM 4 14 oie — 108
(109). 27 9 3 1 0 Vs
ag b3 cl 40 «y3 - 109
(110). 3 4 7 8 10 11 12 15
ay b 10 ell 4 12 0 15 — 110
(111). 3 9 27 76 81 243
ag b27 eye 4 81 0 243 — 111
(112). 25 24 22 19 18 16 13 12 9 10 7
a 25 b 22 c19 4 13 eg _ 112
(113). 1 2 4 7 11 15 16 22 29 37
a 15 bl6 c22 4 29 o37 - 118
(114). 12.5 11.4 10.3 9.8 9.2 8.1 7.0
a 11.4 b9.8 *9.2 4 8.1 o7.0 114
Poge 9
CTMM-E STOP NOW' WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
TtsI 9 Score
(nombor right).
DIRECTIONS: In each problem below you ore to find out how many coins of each kind
it takes to make a given amount of money. Work each problem
mentally, find the answer you get among those at the bottom of the
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k 1 m n
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k 1 m n
k 1 m n
g ^
f g h i j
k 1 m n
:: :! :: f.
0
f g h i j
j
ANSWERS
5 cents 2 nickels.
5 cents 1 nickel...
3 cents
.... .1 dime 1 quarter 1 half-dollar..
2 nickels
.2 dimes 1 quarter.
3 cents 1 nickel 1 dime 1 quarter 1 half-dollar..,
3 cents.. 1 nickel 1 dime 1 quarter
cents 2 nickels 2 quarters
cents 2 nickels 2 half-dollars.
cents. .. 2 dimes 1 half-dollar..,
2 cents
.2 nickels 1 dime 1 quarter.
2 dimes 1 quarter.
.1 dime 1 quarter 1 half-dollar...
2 dimes 1 half-dollar...
1 nickel 2 dimes.
Test 10 Score
(number right)..STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
\
Language Section
Pages 12 through 18
DIRECTIONS: Work these problems on a sheet of scratch paper. Mark os you ore told
the letter of each correct answer.
TEST 11
L, There are 5 birds in a tree and 3 birds on a fence. How





125. Tom has 5 marbles. Bob has 4 marbles. Bill has 3 marbles.





126. Tickets to a show cost 10 cents. Jim bought 2 tickets. How





127. Ben earns 4 dollars each week helping his father after school.






128. Seventy girl scouts were divided into 5 groups of equal size.





129. How many marbles can you buy for 25 cents at the rate of





130. Two boys bought watermelons and sold slices of them at a
ball game. They had 50 cents in the cash box to start with.
They sold 40 slices of melon at 5 cents a slice. How much





131. Balls which usually sold for 65 cents were sold for a short
time for 25 cents less. Frank bought a ball at the lower









TEST 11 (Continued)132.At Camp No. 9 it took 10 boy scouts 3 days to set up camp.
Camp No. 12, which is the same size, must be set up in one




d 13 132133.George lives one-fourth of a mile from school. He goes
home at noon for lunch. How far does he walk each day •» 1 mi.
going to and from school? c%mi.
d 1% mi. 13 3134.A newsboy delivered papers to 30 customers for a month. At • 50^
the end of the montli he collected $15.00. How much did *>$2.00
each customer pay?
d$s.00 134135.There are 20 girls in the Sunday School class. Each week a$i.oo
each girl gives 5 cents to go toward a fund for needy families. ^ 25^
How much will all the girls give in 5 weeks? c$5.oo
d$7.50 136136.Richard saw an air rifle advertised for $21.00 at one-third *$14.00
off for cash. How much money will he need to buy it? *>$7.00
e $18.00
d$9.00 136137.How much will your mother have to pay for the cleaning a$8.40
of a rug 9 ft. wide and 12 ft. long at the rate of 20 cents a b$i,08
square foot? e$4.20
d $21.60 13 7138.In a field meet, 20 events were listed for the day. Pupils *4
from your school won 60 per cent of the events. How many b3
events did you lose? *8
dl2 138139.A swimming pool is 60 ft. long and 30 ft. wide. The water
in the pool is 4 ft. deep on the average. How long will it












DIRECTIONS: Mark as you are fold fhe number of the word fhot meons the some or about
the same as the first word.
TEST 12
M. blossom ^ tree 2 vine
2 flower garden - M
140. journey ^ state 2 travel
2 end ^ fair — 140
141. law 1 rule 2 power
2 able ^ help — 141
142. always ^ larger 2 forever
2 know ^ apart — 142
143. almost 1 rarely ~ never
2 now ^ nearly — 143
144. alarm i blame 2 signal
2 address ^ comfort — 144
145. damage ^ manage 2 collect
2 injure ^ recover — 145
146. announce ^ keep 2 publish
2 reform destroy — 146
147. improve ^ make 2 better
2 satisfy admit — 147
148. difficult ^ different 2 pleasant
2 hard * task — 148
149. despair i mind 2 time
2 past ^ hopelessness — 149
150. consent ^ occur 2 offer
2
oppose agree — 150
151. portion ^ collect 2 part
2 make ^ refer — 151
152. amuse ^ afford 2 gift
2
game please — 152
153. lack 1 use 2 want
2 admit ^ apart — 153
154. cease ^ consent 2 concert
2 stop ^ strain — 154
155. disguise ^ reveal 2 declare
2 show ^ mask — 155
156. distinct ^ success 2 clear
2 interest ^ noticed — 156
157. sincere ^ satisfactory 2 genuine
2 hopeful ^ noble — 157
158. lofty 1 tone 2 high
2 example ^ toil — 158
159. extend ^ refuse - remain
2 lengthen ^ revert — 159
160. condemn ^ false 2 blame
2 oppose ^ alarm — 160
161. humble ^ secure 2 dwelling
2 lowly ^ proud - 161
162. expert ^ average 2 rnaster
2 business student - 162
163. apply ^ piece - use





























legal ^ lawful ^ court
^ lawyer ^ humane —
endeavor ^ help ^ hero
^ attempt ^ harm —
conclusion ^ settlement ^ end
^ journey ^ right —
obscure ^ clear ^ hidden
3 odd ^ quaint —
extraordinary ^ loud - unusual
^ particular ^ favorable —
location ^ relieve ^ choice
® view ^ situation —
imaginary ^ existing ^ trifling
^ unreal ^ substantial —
escort ^ avoid ^ occasion
^ attend ^ remain —
merit ^ deserve ^ merry
^ desire ^ just —
compile ^ aid 2 ample
3 collect ^ answer —
console ^ empower 2 reduce
2 order comfort —
legislator ^ elector 2 lawmaker
3 minor citizen —
revert ^ persist 2 perplex
^ return ^ unknown —
significance ^ prevention 2 age
^ meaning ^ certainty —
petulant ^ oppressive 2 stagnant
2 sprightly ^ peevish —
dispute ^ disturb 2 question
2 subdue ^ disguise —
deplete ^ complete 2 final
2 exhaust ^ fearless —
compassionate ^ sly 2 fj-gg
2 respectful ^ kind —
deter ^ meddle 2 applaud
2 hinder ^ recline —
complex ^ simple 2 compliment
2 complexion ^ mixed —
dispatch ^ discount 2 mood
2 relieve ^ haste —
venerable ^ adequate 2 aged
2 youthful reliable —
conceited ^ variable 2 connected
2 vain ^ conquest —
malign ^ insure 2 slander
2 muffle ^ invade —
facile ^ fragile 2 futile
2 easy ^ remote —
empower ^ enlarge 2 permit





























DIRECTIONS: Read each group of statements below and the conclusions which follow.
Then mark as you are told the number of each answer you have decided
is correct.
TEST 8
N. If the sun shines it is day.
The sun shines.
Therefore
1 It will not rain
2 It is day
3 The moon may shine tonight N190.All four-footed creatures are
animals.
All horses are four-footed.
Therefore
1 Creatures other than horses can
walk
2 All horses can walk
3 All horses are animals
193. Jane is taller than Helen.
Helen is taller than Barbara.





194. All mammals are vertebrates.
The cow is a mammal.
Therefore1Some vertebrates live on land
- Some mammals live in water
^ The cow is a vertebrate
191. Either the sun moves around
the earth or the earth moves
around the sun.
But the sun does not move
around the earth.
Therefore
1 The earth moves around the
moon
2 The earth moves around the
sim
® The sim is larger than the
earth —
192. Jack runs faster than Harry.
Bert runs faster than Harry.






195.A is either B or C.
A is not C.
Therefore
1 A is not B
2 AisB
3 C is B 195196.Either your cousin is older
than you, or the same age, or
younger.
But your cousin is not older,
nor is he younger.
Therefore
1 Your cousin is younger than
you
2 Your cousin is older than you





197. All circles are round figures.
A certain figure is not round.
Therefore
^ It is not a circle
2 It is oval
3 It is either a square or a
triangle
198. At normal temperatures, all met¬
als except mercury are solids.
Gold is a metal.
Therefore
1 Gold is valuable
2 Gold is a solid
2 Metals are usually heavy ^^s
199. Some fishes fly.
No birds are fishes.
Therefore
1 All creatures that fly are
fishes or birds
2 No fishes resemble birds
2 Creatures other than birds
can fly 129
201. George Washington was a
skillful general.
George Washington was Presi¬
dent of the United States.
Therefore
1 Skillful generals make good
presidents
2 One President of the United
States was a skillful general
2 Good presidents make skillful
generals 201
202. A is situated to the east of B.
B is situated to the east of C.
Therefore
1 C is situated close to A
2 A is situated to the east of C
2 C is nearer to A than to B 202
203. He is either honest or dis¬
honest.
But he is not dishonest.
Therefore
1 He is desirable for a position
^ 2 He comes from honest people
2 He is honest 203
2(X). Three boys are up on a ladder.
Tom is farther up the ladder
than Paul.
Jim is farther up than Tom.
Which boy is in the middle po¬




204.A is equal to B.
B is equal to C.
Therefore
1 B is larger than C
2 A is equal to C
2 A is equal to B plus C 204





DIRECTIONS: Read the following items. Mark as you are told the number or letter
of each correct onswer.
I Cd I i.
0. The name of the story read to
you a while ago is
^ The Guide
2 A Summer’s Outing
3 In the Rockies
^ The Pack Train
205. The age of the guide was about
•33 •»19 '29 •'24
206. The guide was
1 Tall and light
2 Short and dark
® Medium height and dark
^ Average height
207. The supply camp was in the
1 Coast Ranges
2 Appalachian Mountains
3 Blue Ridge Mountains
^ Northwestern Rockies
208. The number of horses in the
pack train was
•9 •'13 '7 ‘•11
209. The saddlebags were
1 Partly filled - Almost empty








210. In some of the saddlebags
were
1 Miners’ headlights
2 Sleeping bags ^ Chocolate
^ Dynamite
211. The trail was
^ Rather wide
2 Steep and narrow
^ Slippery ^ Rocky212.A heavy rain fell
1 Three days before
2 A week before
^ The morning the pack train
started
^ The day before
logs
213. Where the trail was washed
out, the guide
^ Found a new trail
2 Made a rough bridge
^ Led the horses over
lying nearby
^ Sent word back to camp for
help
214. Where the trail was under
water, the pack
1 Swam across the rushing
waters
2 Waited for the water to lower
^ The guide rolled logs into the
stream










215. The roar of the waterfalls
1 Rested the horses
2 Worried the horses
2 Pleased the guide
^ Sounded like thunder
220. After clearing the trail, Mr.
Grizzly
1 Turned back on the trail
2 Lay down to rest
3 Tore open the bags for food
^ Continued down the moun¬
tain
216. The glacier the guide saw was
1 Blue in color 2 Cream-colored
2 Small ^ Melting fast
221. The horses
1 Were wildly excited
2 Turned back on the trail
® Ran down the mountainside
^ Took no notice of the grizzly
217.
218.
The lake seemed beautiful to
the guide because of
1 The smooth green water
2 The reflection of the moiui-
tain
3 The almost circular shape
^ The mist rising from it .217
The pack met the grizzly
1 On the first day out
2 Near the glacier
2 The last afternoon of the trip
^ Near the mining camp .218
222. The guide
1 Unloaded some of the supplies
2 Led the horses down the
mountainside
2 Led the horses to water
^ Led the horses back onto the
trail — .222
223. When the pack reached camp,
the miners
1 Were asleep
2 Gave the pack a hearty wel¬
come
2 Blamed the guide for being
late
^ Found fault with the supplies - .223
224. The horses
219. The grizzly cleared the trail by
1 Growling and scattering the
horses
2 Biting the lead horse and
scaring the others
2 Frightening the guide
^ Striking each horse off the
trail
1 Did not quiet down for weeks
and weeks
2 Were ready to take the trail
the next day
2 Soon forgot about the grizzly
^ Were restless for a few days ■
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See MANUAL for instructions. DIAGNOSTIC PROFILE
Mental Age
(Chart Pupil’s Scores Here)
—Factor rupil 5 ocore
Possible
84 96 108 120 132 144 156 168 180 192 204












3. Right and Left--20 ^
4. Manlb of Areas-.15^ v'
TOTAL-LH 355.^ Opposites 15
6. Similarities---15
7. Analogies- 15_
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‘ Shift decimal two places to
the right before recording.
for comparison and prediction, use percentile norms in table ^
entitled "I.Q.’s for Various Populations” in Part 4 of Manual,
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DIRECTIONS: Mark as you are told the number of the word that means the opposite or
about the opposite of the first word.
w











TEST 1 - SECTION A TEST 1 -SECTION B
1. more ^ several ^ free 13. wild ^ mild ^ tame
® less ^ inside 1 * famous ^ same 13
2. few ^ many ^ seldom
® plucky foolish 2
14. question ^ column ^ mark
® habit * answer 14
3. larger ^ angry ^smoother
® bigger ^ smaller 3




4. start ^ invite ^ race
16. agree ^ disagree ^ discuss
^ preside gain 16
^ strike ^ finish 4
17. break ^ rock ^ fracture
5. sum ^ chief ^ difference 3 fly Mix 17
^ vessel ^ spot 5
18. together ^ cloistered ^ separated
6. empty ^ tie ^ fill
® mixed "high 18
^ fall ^ remove 6
19. grouped ^ seasoned ^ cancelled
7. divisor ^ echo ^ cap
® scattered ^ troubled 19
^ multiplier ^ desire 7 20. majority ^ minority ^ crowd
^ valley ^ crew 20
8. even ^ odd ^ smooth
®
open ^ nasty 8 21. vacant ^ old Mull
Most 4 polite 21
9. reduce ^ recite ^ reply
^
stop ^ increase 9 22. shrinking ^ warping ^ fading
* broadening ■* swelling 22
10. part ^ hand ^ fact
^ total jewel 10
23. posterior ^ immaterial ^ anterior
®
rear ^ curved 23
11. choose ^reject ^ seize
11
24. soil ^ clean ^ slide
^ vote flash ® track ^ toil 24
12. quotient ^ accident ^ product 25. humid ^ humming ^ damp
25^ continent ^ deduction 12 Mrid Mtill —
Page 3
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right on to the
WW NEXT SECTION




Test 1 — Sec, B Score
(number right)
; DIRECTIONS: Mark as you have been told the number of the word that
or about the opposite of the first word.
1
means the opposite
SAMPLE; B. happy ^ black ^run sookilfMVric




B ii !| 1 ii
TEST 1 -SECTION C TEST 1-SECTION D
26. country ^ farm ^ crops




^ free ^ fly
^ end 38




28. discourage ^ divide ^ encourage
conquer
* league 28
29. knowledge ^ vigor ^ pain
^ignorance ^ park 29
30. tame ^ wild ^ spoiled
^ playful ^ spotted 30
31. dry ^ moist ^ evil
® alive ^ cold 31
32. male ^ boy ^ friend
® couple ^ female 32
33. captive ^ tight ^ purple
^ free ■* second 33
34. east ^ north ^ easy
^ west ^best 34
35. ascend ^ transcend ^ pretend
* descend ^ defend 35
36. lend ^ mend ^ borrow
®
mourn ^hurt 36
37. industry ^ railroad ^ speech
® culture ^agriculture 37
39. true ^ natural ^ false
® blue ^ straight 39
40. loser ^ winner ^ window
®
race ^ griever 40
41. ordinary ^ local ^ divine
® unusual ^ content 41
42. fancy ^ merry ^ plain
® frayed ^ pear 42
43. funny ^ special ^ minute
* solemn "* sole 43
44. dainty ^ coarse ^ fine
® colored ^ airy 44
45. active ^ lazy ^ understood
® related ^ awkward 45
46. rage ^ anger ^ loss
® number ^ joy 46
47. pleasure ^ deed ^ harm
® pain ^ mist 47
•00 tardy ^ ready ^ prompt
® blundering ^ humorless 48
49. sensible ^ alert ^ difficult
® legal ■* ignorant 49
50. sufficient ^ pleasant ^ degree
® reticent ^ inadequate 50
Page 4
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GO RIGHT ON TO THENEXT SECTION
TmI 1 « Sec. C Score
Cnumber righti
NOW WAIT FOR
d IW r FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Test 1 * Sec. D Score
Inumber rightl
TEST 2-SECTION E
DIRECTIONS: Read the following directions.
Mark as you are told the number or letter
of each correct answer.
51. By crossing out two letters, you
can make friend out of the word
friendly. Mark the number of the






52. One of the words below is in this




^ beside ® 3
53. Mark the number of the letter






56. To make the word catch you need
to put two letters between ca and






57. A compound word is formed by
joining two or more words, such
as earth and quake, forming the
word earthquake. The words
play and ground will form a





58. The first sixteen letters of the al¬
phabet are:
abcdefghijklmnop
One of the words below ends with
the sixth letter of the alphabet.
Mark its number.54.Read the following names:
* Marie Arthur Richard Mae
Mark the number which shows the




4N55.Mark the number of the word










^ brief59.A prefix consists of one or more
letters placed before a root or a
simple word to form a new word.
Mark the number of the new word










TEST 2-SECTION E (Continued)
The suffix ness is used to form
nouns meaning state or condition,
such as ill, illness. Mark the num¬
ber of the word which has the






61. Some of the Roman numerals and
their values are:
IX= 9 XIX=19
XX= 20 XXI= 21






62. Read these letters:
w k o g n J
Mark the number of the third
letter to the right of g.
3f
4d
The suffix able can be added to a
word such as peace to make the
new word peaceable. Mark the
number of the new word which












64. Read these numbers:
947328651
Mark the letter of the fifth num¬





65. Mark the number of the fifth letter
of the last word of this sentence.
n
66. Read these numbers:
6 3 4 8 5 2 19 0
Mark the letter of the third num¬




67. Mark the number of the eighth









68. Read the following names:
Carl Joy Grace Henry
Mark the number which shows the






GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2-SECTION E (Continued)
69, Words ending with e generally
drop the e before suffixes begin¬
ning with a vowel, such as ad¬
mire, admirable. Mark the
number of the word which has the






70. Words ending with y usually
change the y to i before the suf¬
fix is added, such as easy changed
to easily. Mark the number of the
word which has the suffix ful








C A T E - W
Test 2 — S«c, E Scor*
(number right)
TEST 2-SECTION F
DIRECTIONS: Mark as you have been told





^ Look at the following Table of Contents and
find the answers to items 72, 73, and 74.
TABLE OF CONTENTS
Chapter Page
1. Corn and Its Cultivation 1
2. The Rubber Tree 21
3. The Mushroom Family 43
4. Wheat of the Grass Family 52
5. The Bean Family 69
6. Strong Man Oak 74
72. Mark the letter of the page which






73. Mark the number which shows
what story begins on page 74.
^ Corn and Its Cultivation
2 Strong Man Oak
^ The Bean Family
The Rubber Tree 73
^ Below is a bar graph of Joe’s arithmetic test
scores for 5 weeks. Read the graph and mark
the letter or number of the correct answers
to questions 75 through 79.
1 2 3 4 5
Weeks
75. In which two weeks did Joe make
the same score on the tests?
" 2 and 3
‘>2 and 4
«1 and 4
“4 and 5 75






77. In which week did Joe make the
lowest score?
74. Mark the number which shows to








GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2-SECTION F (Continued)

















If the above words were arranged
alphabetically,80.help would come next after
1 hell.
2 king.
^ yard.81.pail would come next after
^ Look at this partial index and find the an¬
swers to items 82, 83, and 84.
INDEX
Gold: 220, 309, 823; in Alaska, 233; in
Australia, 305; in Canada, 296-297; in the
Rocky Mountains, 48.
Graf Zeppelin, 223.
Grapefruit, 49, 103, 110, 624.
Grapes: 92, 261, 304, 378; in Canada, 295;
in France, 379; in the United States, 49.
Grazing, 35, 35, 46, 48.
Great Britain: 7, 8, 233,403; as a commercial
nation, 277-288; coal, 151; navy, 158;
trade with the United States, 62.
82. Mark the letter which shows on
what page information concerning





83. Mark the letter which shows on
what page information concerning





84. Mark the letter which shows on
what page information about Great
Britain’s trade with the United














W v/ THE NEXT PAGE
J
TEST 2 ~SECTION F (Continued) 87. What city is on a lake?
^ The map below is of a make-believe country.
It is made up of four states: A, B, C, and D.
Study the map and mark the number or





^ Dogwood 8 788.There is a number on each side of
the map. In which direction does




















90.Between what two states does a
river form part of the boundary?
^ B and D
2 A and B
3 B and C




C A T E - W
Tftft 2 « Sec. F Score
(number right)
TEST 2-SECTION G
^ Read this story:
The polar bear is the king of the frozen
north. The white coat of the polar bear is so
similar to his surroundings that it is a great
help to him in his hunting and in protecting
him from danger.
The polar bear’s feet are heavily covered
with hair. His vision is very good and he has
a sharp sense of smell. He is the best swimmer
of the bear family. Fish, seals, sea lions, and
walruses furnish most of his food.
During the winter the female bear buries
herself in the snow and there the young are
born. The cubs weigh not more than two
pounds and are only ten inches long. When
fully grown they weigh about 1600 pounds
and stand nine feet tall. These bears live about
forty years.
The polar bear is hunted by Eskimos, who
eat the flesh, use the bones for tools, and make
the skin into rugs and garments.
^ Mark as you have been told the number or
letter of each correct answer. You may look
back to find the answers.
91. The best title for the above story is
1 “Wild Animals.”
2 “The Polar Bear.”
^ “The Frozen North.”
“Friend of the Eskimo.”
92. A polar bear’s feet, with their
heavy covering of hair, are espe¬
cially useful when he moves
around
93. For food, polar bears hunt for




94. At birth, the polar bear cubs weigh









96. The polar bear’s sense of smell is
important because
1 of the wild flowers.
2 he can’t see well.
^ he is so big.
^ he uses it in hunting.






98. A polar bear’s home is in the
^ on the sandy beaches.
2 on the rocky ground.
^ on the ice and snow.
^ on the sharp stones.
Page 11






GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2-SECTION G (Continued)
^ Read this story:
The largest country in North America is
Canada. It makes up the northern half of the
continent.
Canada has an irregular coastline with
many fine harbors. It is lacking in large ports
because most of the harbors are icebound in
the winter. This is a serious handicap to the
development of trade.
The western shores of Canada are washed
by the Pacific Ocean, the eastern shores by the
Atlantic Ocean, and the northern shores by the
Arctic Ocean.
Canada is rich in mineral wealth and natural
resources, but the population is still small.
During the warm summer season, important
agricultural products are grown, the chief of
which is wheat.
There are vast areas of valuable forest on
the mountains to the west. The many fur¬
bearing animals that inhabit these areas are a
source of large revenue. Most of the rivers and
streams of Canada have waterfalls and rapids
which give unlimited possibilities for the de¬
velopment of power. Many discoveries have
been made of rich deposits of oil, iron ore,
and uranium.
^ Mark the number of each correct answer.




^ continents. 99100.Canada is in the
1 eastern part of North
America.
^ southern part of North
America.
^ western part of North
America.
northern part of North
America.
Page 12
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.100























^ a lack of streams.
^ no shore line. — .104105,Choose the best statement:
^Canada has few natural
resources.
^Crowing cotton is profitable
in Canada.
^ Canada has many unsettled
areas.







GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
TEST 2-SECTION G (Continued)
^ Read this story:
Asphalt is a semisolid, sticky material
formed by partial evaporation of certain crude
oils in the earth. Brown to black in color, it
can also be obtained as a by-product in the
treatment of certain petroleums and of coal
tar. It is insoluble in water but will dissolve
in gasoline.
Asphalt is found principally on the island
of Trinidad and in northeastern Venezuela.
The famous asphalt lake of Trinidad is
filled with a thick liquid pitch which comes
from underground sources. This substance
hardens quickly on the surface when exposed
to air. No matter how many great. slabs of
asphalt are removed, it is renewed from below
in just a few hours. The surface of the lake
is hard enough to support a narrow-gauge rail¬
road for transporting the large cakes of asphalt
from the lake.
A larger but shallower deposit of asphalt is
found at Bermudez Lake in Venezuela. This
asphalt is softer than that found in Trinidad
and contains less mineral material. Practically
all native asphalt is too hard for direct use and
must be heated until the water and gases are
driven off and then mixed with crude oil.
Some of the asphalt from these lakes is
shipped to our country for use in road making,
roofing, waterproofing, and in other ways.
Asphalt has been used for paving since the
days of the Babylonians, who paved their
chariot roads with it.
^ Mark the number or letter of each correct
answer. You may look back to find the
answers.
107. The best title for this story is
1 “Babylonians.”
2 “Trinidad and Venezuela.”
® “Uses of Asphalt.”
“Production of Asphalt.” ^ ®






109. In addition to road making,










111. Asphalt has been used
4 only in modern times.
^ primarily for making medi¬
cines.
® only for roads.
4 for thousands of years. 4il
Page 13
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k
ft. RIGHT ON TO
Vw THE NEXT PAGE
r
TEST 2-SECTtON G (Continued)
^ Read the eight titles below. You are to select
the one that would make the best title for
each of the five paragraphs of the story.
You may look back to find the answers.
TITLES
1. Trinidad Island Sources
2. Location of Asphalt
3. Underground Sources
4. The Make-up of Asphalt
5. Asphalt in Venezuela
6. Removal of Asphalt
7. Uses of Asphalt
8. Road Making
112. The best title for the first
paragraph is number
2. 3. 4. 5. 112
113. The best title for the second
paragraph is number
1. 2. 3. 4. 113
114. The best title for the third
paragraph is number
1. 2. 3. 4. 114
The following things are mentioned in the
story:
Removing the slabs
Transporting the large cakes
Use in road making
Hardening of the pitch
The order in which the above things are
mentioned in the story is as follows:
117. Removing the slabs was
Ist. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. m
118. Transporting the large cakes
was
Ist. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. ns
119. Use in road making was
Ist. 2nd. 3rd. 4th.
115. The best title for the fourth
paragraph is number
3. 4. 5. 6. 115
120. Hardening of the pitch was
1st. 2nd. 3rd. 4th. 120
116. The best title for the fifth
paragraph is number
5. 6. 7. 8.
dlwK FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Page 14
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This is an arithmetic test. In taking it you will show how well you can think
and work problems. No one is expected to do the whole test correctly, but
you should answer as many items as you can. Work as fast as you can with¬
out making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
Page 15
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TEST 3-SECTION A
Do not write, mark, or figure on this test booklet unless told to do so by the examiner.
DIRECTIONS: Decide how each of the
amounts below should be written as a
number. Then mark as you are told the
letter of each correct answer. For some of
the problems none of the answers given
may be correct. If you cannot work a prob¬
lem, or if you think that none of the answers
given is correct, mark the letter, e. In taking
this test you should finish the first column
before going on to the second. Look at the
samples to the right and see how they are
marked.
Page 17

































































V Read these Roman numerals. Then mark as you
have been told the letter of each correct answer.


















/ Find the smallest number, marked a, b, c, or d, in
each of the following rows. Then mark its letter.
11. I 321 b226 c 128 d 1901
12. -i
13. a 121 b 12.67 e 2.0426 d 14.20 -13








DIRECTIONS: Mark the letter or number of each correct answer. If you do not know an
answer, or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should mark the letter,
e (items 16-19), or the number, 5 (items 20-30). Finish the first column before going on
to the second. Remember to do your figuring on scratch paper if you are marking your
answers on an answer sheet.
16. 5X6=




































































































DIRECTIONS: Work these problems. Then mark the letter of each correct answer. For some
of the problems none of the answers given may be correct. If you cannot work a problem,
or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should mark the letter, e.
Remember to do your figuring on scratch paper if you are marking your answers on an
answer sheet.
L ^








32. A farmer had 14 cows. He sold 4 of them. How many cows






33. Ted solved 4 problems. Sam solved 3 times as many. How many






34. Martha is going to set out 30 plants in 5 equal rows. How many









35. Frank bought 10 marbles and his sister gave him 6 more. He







36. A room had 10 rows of chairs with 5 chairs in each row. Four







37. Tom had 70 marbles and lost 10. He divided those remaining









C A T E - W
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RIGHT ON TO
\7W THE NEXT PAGE
r
TEST 3-SECTION C (Continued)
38. Bob paid $2.25 for a new tire, 75 cents for a seat, and 50 cents








39. On a map, inch is used to represent 10 miles. The distance








40. Ethel weighs 82 pounds, Marie weighs 68 pounds, and Edna







41. How many square inches are there in a piece of glass 15 inches






42. At a candy sale, two thirds of the class brought fudge to school.








43. How many one-inch ice cubes can a tray 3 inches wide, 2 inches







44. Our team has played 12 games and lost 3 of them. What per






45. A man received 6 per cent interest on a loan of $400 for
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FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Test 3 « Sec. € Score
(number right)
TEST 4-SECTION D
DIRECTIONS: Do these problems in addition. Then mark the letter of each correct answer.
For some of the problems none of the answers given may be correct. If you cannot work a
problem, or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should mark the
letter, e. Finish each column before going on to the next. Be sure to reduce fractions to
lowest terms. Remember to do your figuring on scratch paper if you are marking your

















































































188 2 •»i .05 + .364 +
43 + 4:
51
4 4 a .3369
None
^ T' b ,7549






























32.4+ 2.53+ .0627+ 4=
a 1207 d 39.0927









6 8 9 4
5 13 4














1 yd. 2 ft.
+ 2 yd. 2 ft.
a 4 yd. 1 ft.
b 3 yd. 1 ft.
e 4 yd.







C A T E - W
Te>t 4 — Sec, D Score
(number riglif)
TEST 4-SECTION E
DIRECTIONS: Do these problems in subtraction. Then mark the letter of each correct answer.
For some of the problems none of the answers given may be correct. If you cannot work a
problem, or if you think that none of the answers given is correct, you should mark the letter,


























































































































6 8 0 5























4 ft. 5 in.
— 2 ft. 10 in.
a 2 ft. 5 in.
b 1 ft. 7 in.
e 1 ft. 5 in.
d 2 ft. 7 in.
a None
(85)
(72) a None (79) NOW WAIT FOR
FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Page 22
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Test 4 — Sac. E Score
(number right)
TEST 4-SECTION F
DIRECTIONS: Do these problems in multiplication. Then mark the letter of each correct





































2 0 3 6



























































































































a 13 ft. 9 in.
b 13 ft. 6 in.
c 12 ft. 7 in.








C A T E • W
Te<l 4 — Sec. F Score
(number right)
TEST 4-SECTION G
DIRECTIONS: Do these problems in division. Then mark the letter of each correct answer.
Finish each column before going on to the next. Be sure to express remainders as fractions
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Th is is a language test. In taking it you will show what you know about
capitalization, punctuation, and words and sentences, and how well you can
spell. No one is expected to do the whole test correctly, but you should answer
as many items as you can. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
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TEST 5-SECTION A
DIRECTIONS: In each line of the sentences and story below, four words have a number
above the first letter. If ONE of the letters should be a capital, mark its num¬
ber. If none of the four letters should be a capital, mark N, which stands for
None. Not more than one letter with a number over it should be a capital
on any one line.
1 2 3 4
SAMPLE: A. The winner of the race was tom.
SAMPLE: B.
1 2 3 4





In Sample A, the “t” in “tom,” which has a 4 above it, should be a capital. Notice how the 4 has
been marked. In Sample B, none of the letters with numbers above them should be capitals,






winter has gone at last.
12 3 4
Is it raining in Seattle?
1 2 3 4
The abbreviation for december is
2 3 4
C A T E - W
4. known to be dec. 4
12 3 4
5. The man bought bill and T)
12 3 4
6. me some chocolate candy. fi
1 2 3 4
7. A week ago Mr. brown, my partner. 7
12 3 4
8. came home from india after a month’s visit. 8
1 2 3 4
9. Last week i saw his {)
1 2 3 4
10. uncle Ned at the show. 10
STORY
12 3 4
11. yesterday my friend and I rode home on 1 1
12 3 4
12. the bus from summer camp near denver. We saw 12
12 3 4
13. a poster saying the circus would be on hill 13
>
r 1 GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT PAGE
TEST 5-SECTION A (Continued)
14.
1 2 3 4
Street on the 8th of july this year. 14
15.
1 2 4
I remembered that uncle Tod used to be 1.1
16.
1 2 3 4
a clown in a circus when he was young. 1 (i
17.
12 3 4
He told me of the time in florida when another 17
18.
1 2 3 4
clown poured water in his hat, and i laughed 18
19.
1 2 3 4
till it hurt. My uncle lives near zion Park now. 19
20.
1 2 3 4
He would like to travel across the ocean 20
21.
1 2 3 4
and see circuses in italy and other countries. 21
22.
12 3 4
my friend wants to earn circus passes 22
23.
12 3 4
like bob, his brother, did by carrying water 23
24.
12 3 4
to the elephants. He said, “we’re strong 24
25.
1 2 3 4
enough to do that now. Don’t you think so?” 25
26.
12 3 4
My birthday is on memorial Day, which 20
27.
12 3 4
is already past, so i am now eleven years old. 27
28.
12 3 4
My answer was, “yes, we are; but they say that 28
29.
1 2 3 4
the man who does magic in the sideshow, mr. 29
30.
12 3 4
jasper, is good. Maybe we can get a job with 3 0
31.
12 3 4
that german boss putting up the sideshow 31
32.
1 2 3 4
tent. Besides, elephants are always thirsty!” 3 2
SENTENCES
33.
1 2 3 4
Few people visit the cold 3 3
34.
1 2 3 4
Rocky mountains during the winter months. 3 4
35.
1 2 3 4
wheat, oats, and corn 3 5
36.
12 3 4
grow in beautiful Wisconsin. 3 0
37.
12 3 4
He said, “you may go now.” 3 7
Page 27
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dlWr FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS




DIRECTIONS: In the letter and story below, each line has a number, such as 33, 39, or 40.
If a punctuation mark is needed where the number is, make a black mark
within the pair of dotted lines under the punctuation mark needed. If no
punctuation is needed, moke a black mark under the N, which stands for
None. Only one answer should be given for each line.
Correct Test Booklet
and Answer Sheet Mark
• ’ ’ " N
SAMPLE: C. Mary^ will you come with us? 1 ;i j
SAMPLE: D. The bus2 is leaving at ten o’clock. 2 ij I
In Sample C, a comma is needed at 1 after the word “Mary,” so a mark has been made under
the comma in answer row 1. In Sample D, no punctuation mark is needed at 2, so the N has





I was very happy to get your letter^
How are you and your family these days^^
I miss you and your brother a lot. Mother4 3
Dad, and I^^ are all fine, but Ruth has not
been so lucky. She had to see Dr^r, Roberts
because^,, she had a bad cold.
He asked, ^_Ruth, will you do something?”
“Yes4 3 I’ll try,” Ruth said. “What is it?”
“Go home and take these pills^^” he said.
“Then jump into bed and get lots of sleep.
He told Motherg^ to read her an interesting
book like -^Treasure Island, written by
Page 28
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/% RIGHT ON TO
WW THE NEXT PAGE
7
TEST 5-SECTION B (Continued)
Robert Lj^.j Stevenson. It is a very good book. 53
Have you read itjj^ I read it last summer. 54
Well, I guess I’d better say good-bye 55
I’ll see you in about two weeks. Bob^g will 56
you be able to find me a nice picture post cardjj^ 57




Tom wanted a bicycle^j^ to
ride to school gg so he told his
uncle about itgg
Tom said to him, g 4 Uncle
Edgg will you please buy me
a bicycle gg”
Uncle Ed saidg^ “If I do
buy you a bicycle gg will you
take good care of it?^^
In reply^Q Tom said that
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91Wr FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Test 5 ~ Sec. B Score
(number right)
TEST 5-SECTION C





SAMPLE: E. She ain’t ^isn’t) as tall as Betty.
In Sample E, the word in the parentheses with the 2 by it, “isn’t,”
how the 2 has been marked.
1 2
E ii 1
is the better word. Notice
72. We saw (^too ^two) planes in
the sky above us.
73. We all (^sung ^sang) “Happy
Birthday.”
74. Mother and (^I ^me) thought
Daddy looked nice.
75. (^That there ^That) boat is the
fastest on the lake.
80. Father, (^can ^may) I help you
today?
81. It looked as if a child had ( ^ drawn
^ drew) it.
82. This melon was the (^best ^bet¬
ter) of the lot.
83. Mother has (^took ^ taken) our
coats to the cleaners.76.Where are ^ is) the carrots you
grew ?77.All gentlemen should remove
there ^ their) hats.
84.Both Pat and Mike wants
^want) a new wagon.85.We were (^sitting ^setting) on
the lawn swing.78.Just look at how those roses have
( ^ grown ^ grew) !79.(^We ^Us) players were given a
fine dinner.
Page 30
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86.We had already given ^gave)
to the Red Cross.87.You should have (^gone ^went)
to the circus. ®
k
RIGHT ON TO
V THE NEXT PAGE
r
TEST 5-SECTION C (Continued)
88. The pirates found nothing but (^a
^an) empty box.
89. That house was the (^worse
^ worst) one we saw.91.He was almost (^run ^ran) over
by that car.92.Haven’t ^ Hasn’t) your mother
and your father seen you play? -93.The teacher divided the chalk
(^between ^among) the five
girls.94.(^He ^ Him) and I met a long
time ago.96.I’m sorry, but Mother is ( ^laying
^ lying) down now.97.(^She ^ Her) and Anne are the
tallest girls in the room.
.8 9
90. Father says, “A mans’ ^ man’s)




-9 495.The birds had (^flew ^ flown)
south for the winter.
.9 6
.9 7
^ For each statement below that is a complete
sentence, mark YES. For each that is not,
mark NO.98.We have been trying to
see him at his home.
99. When the bell began to
ring. YES NO100.The teacher dismissed the
class. yes no 100101.Calling good-bye to his
mother and running out
the door. yes no 101102.The girl who was the
smartest in the room. YES NO 102103.Year by year the popula¬
tion of the West in¬
creased. yes no 103104.A man who is as handsome
as my father. YES NO loi105.Near the source of the
river and by the waterfall. YES NO io.>106.Calling to his friends and
watching the fire as it
spread. YES NO 100
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NOW WAIT FOR
Dlwr FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Test 5 — Sec. C Score
(number right)
TEST 6
DIRECTIONS: Each line in this test contains four spelling worcJs and the word, None.
These words are numbered ^ 3, 4, gpcj fPie None is numbered In some
of the lines, one word is misspelled. In others, no word is misspelled. If






1 2 3 4 5
SAMPLE: F. ^
SAMPLE: G. ^
now ^ just ^
2
go see








2 3 4 5
ii 1
107. ^ built ^ beeside ^ also ^ person
^ None 107
108. ^ always ^ court fourth since ^ None 108
109. ^ pichure ^ nose having ^ fairy None 109
110. ^ cart ^ shineing ^ wrap ^ lame ® None 110
111. ^ throw ^ whole ^ raise ^ yuong
^ None 111
112. ^ gravy
^ living ^ iland appear ® None 112
113. ^ human ^ dooty ^ rapid ^ cities ^ None 113
114. ^ dollar ^ sorry
^ size ^ chane ^ None 114
115. ^ doctor ^ mixture ^ chief ^ together ^ None 11.5
116. ^ gentel ^ stain ^ merry ^ weed ^ None 116
117. ^ quite ^ secund 2 walk rule ^ None 117
118. ^ prompt
^ period ^ serve ^ espect ^ None 1 18
119. ^ forty ^ village ^ thuogh ^ lemon ^ None 119
120. ^ many
^ feild ^ before ^ order ^ None 120
121. "silk ^ excuse ^ driveing ^ wrote ^ None 121
122. ^ mear ^ witness debt ^ quarrel ^ None 1 22
123. ^ empire ^ enjoy ^ degree ^ alow ^ None 123
124. ^ screen ^ timber Mout ^ losing ^ None 124
125. ^ written ^ bakeing ^ master ^ worst ^ None 1 2.5
126. ^ sixty ^ notice ^ tablet ^ whisle ^ None 1 26
127. ^ wire ^ sore rabit ^ path None 127
128. ^ mouce ^ often ^ forgot ^ yellow ^ None 1 28
129. ^ judgment ^ orchestra ^ referrence ^ leopard ^ None 129
130. ^ woman ^ somwhere gather ^ pipe ^ None 130
131. ^ mileage ^ willing ^ poizon ^ cement None 131
132. ^ presume
^ recal ^ hinge partner None 132
133. ^ perceive ^ overdue recipe ^ sanitory ^ None 133
134. ^ ballon ^ toad ^ fifteen ^ penny
^ None 134
135. ^ meantime ^ handfull ^ persuade ^ skiing ^ None 135
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9 I wK FURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
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C A T E - W
Grade Placement
Diagnostic Analysis of Learning Difficulties’











I E.1 FOLLOWING DIRECTIONS
51,53,56 ...Simple directions
















































































































14,15 J " decimals, per cent













86,87,1 Simple- - :
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E. Following Directions. -20
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Grad* Olacvtnant
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California Test of Personality
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LOUIS P. THORPE, WILLIS W. CLARK, AND ERNEST W. TIEGS
Do not write or mark on this booklet unless told to do so by the examiner.
Examiner.?!!..---i-i-( > PuP'I's Age !(
Monm Day Ytar
INSTRUCTIONS TO PUPILS:
This booklet contains some questions which con be answered YES or NO. Your
answers will show what you usually think, how you usually feel, or what you
usually do about things. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes.
DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL TOLD TO DO SO.
PUBLISHED BY CALIFORNIA TEST BUREAU-5916 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD - LOS ANGELES 28, CALIFORNIA
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INSTRUCTIONS TO PUPILS
DO NOT WRITE OR MARK ON THIS TEST BOOKLET UNLESS TOLD TO DO SO BY THE EXAMINER.
You ore to decide for each question whether the answer is YES or NO and mark it as you are told. The following




Do you have a dog at home?
Can you ride a bicycle?
(S)no
<@ NO
DIRECTIONS FOR MARKING ANSWERS
ON ANSWER SHEETS
Make a heavy black mark under the word YES or NO
to show your answer. If you have a dog at home, you
would mark under the YES for question A as shown
below. If you cannot ride a bicycle, you would mark




Remember, you mark under the word that shows your
answer. Now find Samples A and B on your answer
sheet and show your answer for eoch by marking YES
or NO. Do it now. Find answer row number 1 on your
onswer sheet. Now wait until the examiner tells you to
begin.
ON TEST BOOKLETS
Draw a circle around the word YES or NO, whichever
shows your answer. If you have a dog at home, draw
a circle around the word YES in Sample A above; if
not, draw a circle around the word NO. Do it now.
If you can ride a bicycle, draw a circle around the
word YES in Sample B above; if not, draw a circle
around the word NO. Do it now.
Now wait until the examiner tells you to begin.
After the examiner tells you to begin, go right on from one page to another until you have finished the test or are
told to stop. Work as fast as you can without making mistakes. Now look at item 1 on page 3. Ready, begin.
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CTP-E-AA
SECTION 1 A SECTION 1 B
1. Do you usually keep at your
work until it is done? (YES NO
2. Do you usually apologize when
you are wrong? (YES ] NO
3. Do you help other boys and girls -v
have a good time at parties? (^[3'
4. Do you usually believe what ,, 'v
other boys or girls tell you? YES^ NO
5. Is it easy for you to recite or
talk in class? (yb) NO
6. When you have some free time,
do you usually ask your parents
or teacher what to do? YES' NO
7. Do you usually go to bed on ^time, even when you wish to stay
up? YES fN0
8. Is it hard to do your work when /
someone blames you for some-
thing? TES NO
X9.Can you often get boys and girls
to do what you want them to? YES NO
10. Do your parents or teachers
usually need to tell you to do
your work? YES
11. If you are a boy, do you talk to
new girls? If you are a girl, do
you talk to new boys ? (Y^ )NO
12. Would you rather plan your own
work than to have someone else
plan it for you? YES NO
13.Do your friends generally think
that your ideas are good? YES NO
14. Do people often do nice things
for you? yes NO
15. Do you wish that your father (or
mother) had a better job? (YES NO
16.
17.
Are your friends and classmates
usually interested in the things
you do? i NO
Do your classmates seem to
think that you are not a good
friend? YES (no;
18. Do your friends and classmates







Are you sometimes cheated when ^ ^ ^
you trade things? NO/v
Do your classmates and friends
usually feel that they know more
than you do? YESf NO//
GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT COLUMN
Do your folks seem to think that -
you are doing well? YES NO
Can you do most of the things ,, ,
you try? ( YES NO
(
Do people often think that you
cannot do things very well? YES (NO^V?^
A
Do most of your friends and







Section 1 B -i
y. 1
SECTION 1 C SECTION 1 D25.Do you feel that your folks boss
you too much? YES NO26.Are you allowed enough time to
play? (YES )N027.May you usually bring your
friends home when you want to? NO
28, Do others usually decide to
which parties you may go? YES
29. May you usually do what you v ^
want to during your spare time? (Y^ NO
30. Are you prevented from doing .
most of the things you want to? t^^;'NO
31. Do your folks often stop you from /r\
going around with your friends? YES (NO'
32. Do you have a chance to see
many new things? /Y NO
33. Are you given some spending
money ? YES j NO34.Do your folks stop you from
taking short walks with your ^
friends? YES ( NO35.Are you punished for lots of little
things? yes (NO36.Do some people try to rule you
so much that you don’t like it? YES ',NO
37.Do pets and animals make
friends with you easily? lYES.i NO
38. Are you proud of your school? lYES. NO
39. Do your classmates think you
cannot do well in school? YES (NO
40. Are you as well and strong as ^
most boys and girls? •'YES m
42.
Are your cousins, aunts, uncles,
or grandparents as nice as those
of most of your friends? YES NO
Are the members of your family
usually good to you? 'YES NO
GO RIGHT ON TOTHE NEXT COLUMN
43. Do you often think that nobody
likes you? YES /No^
44. Do you feel that most of your
classmates are glad that you are , -
a member of the class? YES NO
45. Do you have just a few friends? YES TnO46.Do you often wish you had some x
other parents? YES N^
47. Is it hard to find friends who .-
# will keep your secrets? YES (NO
48, Do the boys and girls usually







1—1 Section 1 D v 1
(number right) 4--•••»* — 1
* ♦
SECTION 1 E SECTION 1 F
49. Have people often been so unfair
that you gave up? YES/NO
SO. Would you rather stay away
from most parties? YES /NOJ
SI. Does it make you shy to have
everyone look at you when you
enter a room? YES
52. Are you often greatly discour¬
aged about many things that
are important to you? YES
53. Do your friends or your work
often make you worry? YES
S4. Is your work often so hard that
you stop trying? YES [ NO,
(9
©
55. Are people often so unkind or ^
unfair that it makes you feel bad? YES
56. Do your friends or classmates
often say or do things that hurt
your feelings? YES
57. Do people often try to cheat
you or do mean things to you? YES ^10^
58. Are you often with people who
have so little interest in you
that you feel lonesome? YES
59. Are your studies or your life so
dull that you often think about . s
many other things? YES( NO








Do you often have dizzy spells? YES
(
Do you often have bad dreams? YES
Do you often bite your finger¬
nails? yes (NO
Do you seem to have more head¬
aches than most children? YES (NO
Is it hard for you to keep from
being restless much of the time?
Do you often find you are not ^
hungry at meal time? YES (NQ
YES (NO67.Do you catch cold easily?68.Do you often feel tired before ^
noon? YES >NO69.Do you believe that you have
more bad dreams than most of
the boys and girls? YES NO)70.Do you often feel sick to your
stomach? YES fNOi^71.Do you often have sneezing
spells? yes
72. Do your eyes hurt often? YES (^0)
_k









SECTION 2 A SECTION 2 B
73. Is it all right to cheat in a game
when the umpire is not looking? YES
74, Is it all right to disobey teachers
if you think they are not fair to
you? yes(3
75. Should one return things to
people who won’t return things s
they borrow?
76. Is it all right to take things you
need if you have no money? YES (NO
77. Is it necessary to thank those ^—
who have helped you? (YES) NO
78. Do children need to obey their
fathers or mothers even when —^
their friends tell them not to? NO
79. If a person finds something, does
he have a right to keep it or sell
it? (3^ NO
80. Do boys and girls need to do
what their teachers say is right? N®
81. Should boys and girls ask their
parents for permission to do
things? (ye3 no
82. Should children be nice to^
people they don’t like? (YE^NO
83. Is it all right for children to cry
or whine when their parents
keep them home from a show? YES Tno,
84. When people get sick or are in
trouble, is it usually their own x-









Do you let people know you are
right no matter what they say? YES (^0,
Do you try games at parties even
if you haven’t played them be-
fore? YES NO
Do you help new pupils to talk
to other children? YES >NO
Does it make you feel angry
when you lose in games at .
parties? YES [NO
V ^
Do you usually help other boys
and girls have a good time? NO
Is it hard for you to talk to
people as soon as you meet them? YES
Do you usually act friendly to
people you do not like? YES NO
Do you often change your plans
in order to help people? ‘ YES NO
93. Do you usually forget the names
of people you meet? YES ^ NO
94. Do the boys and girls seem to
think you are nice to them? YES NO
95. Do you usually keep from show¬
ing your temper when you are
angry? YES NO












SECTION 2 C SECTION 2 D
97. Do you like to scare or push
smaller boys and girls? TES /NO)
98. Have unfair people often said
that you made trouble for them? NO
99. Do you often make friends or
classmates do things they don’t
want to? TES
100. Is it hard to make people re¬
member how well you can do
things? yes (N^
101. Do people often act so mean
that you have to be nasty to
them? yes fN
102. Do you often have to make a
“fuss” or “act up” to get what
you deserve? YES N
103. Is anyone at school so mean
that you tear, or cut, or break
things? YES fNO
104. Are people often so unfair that
you lose your temper? YES ^ NOl
105. Is someone at home so mean V
that you often have to quarrel? (^YES ) NO
106. Do you sometimes need some¬
thing so much that it is all right
to take it? YES^^f^
107. Do classmates often quarrel
with you? yes <’ NO
108. Do people often ask you to do
such hard or foolish things that










Do your folks seem to think
that you are just as good as
they are?
Do you have a hard time be- '
cause it seems that your folks
hardly ever have enough money? YES (N
Are you unhappy because your
folks do not care about the
things you like? YES fNO
When your folks make you
mind are they usually nice to
you about it? YES) NO
Do your folks often claim that
you are not as nice to them as ^
you should be? YES i^Oj
Do you like both of your par¬
ents about the same? (I!? NO
Do you feel that your folks
fuss at you instead of helping ^
you? YES
Do you sometimes feel like run¬
ning away from home? YES .NO
Do you try to keep boys and
girls away from your home be-
cause it isn’t as nice as theirs? YES (NO^
118. Does it seem to you that your
folks at home often treat you
mean? YES (NO
119. Do you feel that no one at home
loves you? YES0
120. Do you feel that too many









THE NEXT PAGE .
I Section 2D / ^ j(number right)
SECTION 2 E SECTION 2 F
V
YES )NO
121.Do you think that the boys and
girls at school like you as well
as they should?122.Do you think that the children
would be happier if the teacher
were not so strict? > YES) NO123.Is it fun to do nice things for
some of the other boys or
girls? rYESj NO
124. Is school work so hard that you —^
are afraid you will fail? YES (N^
125. Do your schoolmates seem to
think that you are nice to
them? YES . NO
's.
126. Does it seem to you that some
of the teachers “have it in for”
pupils? yes no
127. Do many of the children get
along with the teacher much
better than you do? YES NO
128. Would you like to stay home
from school a lot if it were right
to do so? yes NQ'129.Are most of the boys and girls
at school so bad that you try to
stay away from them? YES (Nq
130. Have you found that some of
the teachers do not like to be
with the boys and girls? YES(^4^
131. Do many of the other boys or
girls claim that they play games
more fairly than you do? YES ( N
132. Are the boys and girls at school
usually nice to you? ( YES ) NO
Page 8
CTP-E-AA
133. Do you visit many of the inter¬
esting places near where you
live? (fn) NO
134. Do you think there are too few
interesting places near your
home? YESrN135.Do you sometimes do things to
make the place in which you
live look nicer? ] NO
136. Do you ever help clean up ' >
things near your home? fYES' NO
137. Do yop take good care of your
own ^ets' or help with other —v
people’s pets? (^YESJ NO
138. Do you sometimes help other
139. Do you try to get your friends
to obey the laws? I^E^ NO
140. Do you help children keep away
from places where they might /
get sick? TYESjNO
141. Do you dislike many of the
people who live near your
home? yes NO
142. Is it all right to do what you
please if the police are not
around? YESf NO
143. Does it make you glad to see
the people living near you get
along fine? CT ■
144. Would you like to have things
look better around your home? ^ES NO
r'rx RIGHTOU the ^
ON TO
(EXT COLUMN
Section 2 E » ‘
(number right) iLL
STOP NOW WAIT FORFURTHER INSTRUCTIONS
Section 2 F
(number right) .
